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Wins Promotion

erage On Hopkinsville
arket Drops $7.01
Tuesday's Sale
219,184 Lbs.

Quality Features
Entries In Bank's
Tobacco Contest

A LOT OF BULL

Boy Scouts Will
Collect Clothing
For War Victims

Dark Fired Section Of
Show Postponed Until
February Due To
Season Lack

e price decline on Kentucky
ey markets, which began a
before the holidays shutcontinued with increased
eration Monday and TuesJan. 7 and 8, the average
11 State markets slipping to
3 a hundred pounds, the U.
epartment of Agriculture
ted Wednesday.
rp declines were reported
any markets Tuesday, a
of $7.01 at Hopkinsville
the greatest drop. Figures
opkinsville's Tuesday sales
: 219,184 pounds sold, at an
ge of $34.52.
Lexington average Tueswas $40.37 on 2,194,816
S.

Gives Birth To
Two Headed Baby

School Children, Women's Organizations,
Kiwanis And Rotary Will
Help County Drive

March Of Dimes,
To Combat Polio,
Starts January 14
Public Asked For Donations In, Annual Campaign; Mary Wilson
Eldred Is Chairman

Entries in the First National
Boy Scouts of Princeton will
The annual March of Dimes,
Bank's annual Tobacco Show,
collect clothing for the suffering
udged last week by Messrs..Morto raise funds for the fight on
and destitute peoples of conquer-.
ton, Waller and Bell, of the Toinfantile paralysis in the State
ed nations in the nation-wide
bacco Branch, Production and
and Nation, will be held from
campaign being held this month,
Marketing Administration, U. S.
Merle Drain, county chairman
January 14 to 31.
Department
of
Agriculture,
for Caldwell, announced this
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred will
Clarksville, Tenn., were declarweek. The collecting will be done
ed "as good as we have had opdirect the drive in Caldwell
here Saturday, Jan. 19 and Sat.
portunity of seeing in many
County, with the aid of the folurday, Jan. 26.
years".
The clothing will be taken to
lowing committee: George 0.
No classes were provided by
Eashside School, where it will
Col. Robert L. Putman
Eldred, C. A. Horn, Billy McElthe bank in several grades but,
be sorted by members of PrinceColonel Robert L. Putman
roy, Edward Blackburn, Mrs.
due to high quality of the enton's women's organizations and
has been notified of his proentries, first prizes of $3 each
John Ed. Young, Mrs. hey Mcpacked for shipment by members
motion from lieutenant colwere awarded even tho only one
Gough and Mrs. Henry Sevison.
of the Kiwanis and Rotary clubs,
onel to a full colonelcy. ColMrs. Joseph Govro (above),
hand was entered, Henry SeviThe Kentucky Chapter of the
Mr. Drain said.
onel Putman recently return21-year-ol
d
British
wife of National
son, bank president, said.
Foundation for InfanCollection of the badly needed Pfc. Joseph
ed from 18 months' duty in
Govro of FesOnly one, Dark Fired entry
tile Paralysis, which conducts
garments in the rural sections tus,
the China-Burma-India TheaMo., gave birth to a
was received, due to poor seathe March of Dimes, was comof the county will be done this two
ter, and is on terminal leave
-headed baby at Birmingson, and this section of the show
ernor Asked To
pelled to spend almost $200,000
week by county school pupils,
here with his wife, the former
ham,
England.
The
baby lived to care
was postponed until between
under direction of Supt. Edw. for
for victime of the epiFaye Taylor, Highland Avenue.
Burley Sales
fifty
hours. (AP WireFebruary 1 and 15, date to be
F. Blackburn, but rural residemic of 1944, worst in the
nkfort—VP)—An appeal to
photo)
announced later, depending' upState's history. This money was
Del Zento 1st, a two-year-old Hereford bull, was sold for dents who desire to do so may
rnEr Simeon Willis to stop
on season. Five grades with first,
bring their donations to Eastspent for hospital bills, nurses,
$51,000
of Burley tobacco immediat
Okla.,
Ada,
the
largest
price
ever
paid for a bull of side School, the
second and third prizes in each,
physical therapists and other
chairman said.
for an indefinite period
as previously announced, with any beef breed. At left is its new owner, George Rodenz, ToIn addition to clothing and
necessities,
including the operae of falling prices was
ronto,
Canada, and at right is W. A. (Gus) Deleney Jr., Ada oil
the same judges, will comprise
shoes, bedding
tion of an out-patient clinic,
and
drapery
by Elliot Robinson, Kenman
and
rancher.
(AP
Wirephoto)
this feature of the show, Mr.
material suitable for conversion
where victims receive treatments
Is Named Chairman
commissioner of agriculSevison said.
into clothing is wanted, Mr.
after discharge from hospitals.
late Tuesday.
Benefit
Basketball
Meet
Of Group To Survey
Spring Came Sunday Drain said. Piece goods also is
Winner in the Burley and Air
Letters will be mailed out this
• commissioner also asked
To Be Played At FreCured sections were:
badly wanted by the desperately
Then Heavy Rainfall
Rural Needs
week soliciting donations, Miss
rnor Willis to request the
needy millions of European
BURLEY
donia Jan. 31-Feb. 1, 2 Eldred said, but there will be
J. F. Graham was elected
blor of Tennessee to coStarts January Flood
XL: Ira Lax, 1st; Leslie Lax,
countries.
te by declaring a similar chairman of a committee named
The Princeton Rotary Club no canvass of the business disLovely
Spring crowded
Every housewife is urged to
recently to survey rural educa- 2nd; Cecil Hall, 3rd; Douglas Groups From Churches
y in his state.
will
again sponsor an invitation trict or home solicitation, the
Old Man Winter out of the
begin now, if she has not already
March of Dimes campaign being
ing a similar drop in prices tion needs in Caldwell county, Hall, Honorable mention.
basketball
Of
tournament this year
picture
Hopkinsville
here
District
done so, searching out wearables
Sunday, Men
XF: E. K. Dyer, 1st; F. A.
conducted upon a voluntary of12 years ago sales were at a meeting held in the courtappeared
in shirt sleeves,
her family an spare for ship- with proceeds to go to the bene- fering basis, as
Guests Tonight
for a time upon an of- house here Saturday. About 30 Lewis, 2nd.
always.
golfers toured b2tek local
ment overseas to the distressed fit of the under-privileged, A.
CL: Cecil Hall, 1st; J. W. The Sub-District Youth
request of Governor Ruby community leaders were Pt<sent.
Collections will be taken in
Felcourses
and
many
flu
victims
peoples
who
already
Prince
and Floyd Hollowell, 2nd; lowship groups of Methodist
have been H. Templeton, club president, all the county and city schools,
It was agreed to appoin a
n that this be done until
got out-of-doors for the first
helped greatly by the generous has announced. The tournament
ederal Department of Agri- smaller committee, from inu‘s_ Douglas Hall, 3rd; Ira Lax, Hon- churches of the Hopkinsville Disand at the Capitol Theater the
enjoyable
weather
in weeks. citizens of this country.
will be played in the Fredonia last week of the campaign, the
e could work out a pro- bers of the larger group, to sttt. orable Mention; Vernon Bur- trict will meet at Ogden MeBut the day was an oldHenry J. Kaiser, national chair- high school gym,
vey the situation and report\then, Honorable Mention; J. H. morial Methodist Church tonight
to aid growers.
January 31- chairman said. Posters went up
fashioned "weather breeder"
man of the Victory Clothing February 1 and 2.
back its findings regarding rural teennan, Honorable Mention,
at 7 o'clock in a Youth Evangethis week in the stores and puband
brought
heavy
rainfall
Collection
campaign,
said:
Cr: Douglas Hall, 1st; Prince listic Rally.
high school needs and how to
Edward F. Blackburn, county lic places, under direction of
oughs Lease Building correct
in
its
wake
which,
in
many
"Through
this community school superintendent, who is
the situation which has and zollowell, 2nd; Cecil Hall,
The Youth Fellowship of the
Billy McElroy, committee memparts of Kentucky resulted
enterprise, the cities and towns serving as chairman of the
New Business Here
arisen through loss by fire of 3rd; Te. K. Dyer, H. M.; Boyd local church will
bene- ber.
be
the
host
In swoolen streams and
of America are taking a direct fit meet for the Rotary
and Howard
McGough the Farmersville and Cobb High Williams...,, H. M.; Ira Lax, H. group and will entertain
club,
The people of the community
all visfloods. Princeton's rainfall
part in world affairs. The gifts has announced eight of
M.; F. A. Lewis, H.
leased the Lisanby build- School buildings.
the best are asked to deposit dimes in
M.; Leslie iting ministers, young people
was
.63
inches
from
Monday
of
clothing,
shoes
Lax,
H.
and bedding teams in this district have been
Present at Saturday's meeting
est Court Square, now ocE. B. Williamson, and adults with a recreation and
the boxes which will be placed
afternoon
to
Wednesday from each and every American invited to
by Hogan's shoe shop, were: Ben Yandell, Gilbert Son, H. M.
compete for championrefreshments immediately folnoon,
A.
M.
Harvill, official
home represents an essential ship and that the following have in convenient places down town,
BF: F. C.
will operate a complete Vilas Mitchell Everett Glass,
ett, 1st; Cecil lowing the program.
gauge
keeper,
reported.
part of our nation's contribu- accepted: Dawson Springs, Trigg and to mail checks to the county
store there starting about Walter Barnes, Jeff Morse, Cal- Hall, 2nd; E.
er, 3rd.
The speaker will be the FitIt Above normal tempcettures
tion
to the relief and rehabilita- County High, Francis, Eddyville, chairman, or give cash to any
K.
15, they announced this vin Oates, Guy Smith, Carl
- hat; W. L. J. D. Jones, pastor of the Ortenmember of the county commitprevailed four days.
tion of the war-devastated areas Butler, Fredonia and
The building will be re- ing, Douglas George, Mack Scarberry, 2nd; La
Cobb. Mr.
Lax, 3rd. ville Methodist Church. Music
The Cumberland River at
of the world. These gifts will Blackburn is being assisted by tee.
AF: Douglas Hall,
and remodeled for the Sheridan, Floyd Young, Cecil
will be furnished by the Youth
Eddyville passed the 40-foot
show that Americans have not Rotarians Homer Purdy and
AIR CUR
concern. Paint, glass and Board, Walter Glass, John T.
Choir of the local church.
stage early Wednesday and
forgotten the sacrifices of our Russell Goodaker.
George,
Howard
Cartwi
ight,
per will be principal lines
AR: Douglas Hall, Is
All young people and adults
was reported rising at the
allies and their tragic plight
Everett Creasey, Donald Roberts,
This invitational tournament,
d.
BR: Vernor Burchett, 1st, ug_
rate of .7 of a foot an hour. even after victory has been won.
Roy Howton, Tom Alexander, las Hall, 2nd; F. A. Lewis, ' are invited to attend.
inaugurated by the Princeton
The
stage
flood
there
is
50
These gifts will help to insure Rotary club last year, was
Shellie Hunsaker, Edgar Milton,
a
BF: J. G. Drennan, 1st; F.
feet and crest of the 1937
world peace.
Paul Rowland, Hewlett McDo- Lewis, 2nd; Douglas Hall, 3rd. utler High 4-H Clubs
financial success
and many
flood was 79.2 feet.
"Words are not enough, but underprivileged
well, Shellie Harper, Porter
Evelyn Lee Cummins,
people
were
XR: J. G. Drennan, 1st.
ct New Officers
friendly messages, along with assisted by the proceeds from
Hopper, Curtis Cseorgn, John
XD: Douglas Hall, 1st.
Cobb
Entrant, Wins
-,ra White was chosen presiclothing gifts, can ease troubled the match. The trophy, awarded
Mahan, Marion Brown, W. P.
BD: Douglas Hall, 1st.
de
Queen's Contest
spirits, revive hope, and build by the Rotary Club, was preo Lester, vice president,
Oldham, W. K. Crawford, C. K.
and
By April 1 Seen
Clift, secretary-treasgood will. Therefore, I urge each sented to the
Kuttawa's Lyons, consistent
McNeeley, Garland Shoulders,
Butler High
urer
'he senior High 4-H
donor to take time to write a School Tigers in 1945.
winners this season, took the
J. F. Graham, Champ Oats, P. Paul Cunningham Wins
Encourage Greater
Club a
ler High this week.
note to the unknown sufferer
title in the annual CaldwellM. Sells, Billy McConnell, James Berth On All-Star Team
' Officers
uction
overseas who will receive the
n for the Junior Woman Is Held In
Lyon
Basketball Tournament
Reese, Hardin Cummings, John sJ Paul
Cunningham, son of Mr, High 4-H
hington— (111) —An 18-cent Perry, 4 Leslie McChesney
gift, and to attach this note to George Eldred Named
ib were: Patsy
played in the Kuttawa gym last
and and Mrs. P. C.
Connection
With
SlayCunningham,
P
d boost in butter prices Mrs. Gilbert Son.
the garment."
Sara Richie,
weekend, defeating the FreChairman Of Annual
Princeton, and a senior at vice
preside
ed Tuesday to have been
nd Barbara ing Of Deputy Warden
donia Yellowjackets, also winQeorgia
Academy,
Red
won
Franklin,
Cross
Military
Campaign
secret
mended by Secretary of
easurer.
ners of a big majority of their
Mrs. Viola Tunget has ac- Country Club's Annual
a place at end on the All- AtlanHopkinsville Dark Fired
George 0. Eldred, returnture Anderson.
games this season, in the finals,
the
quired
services
of
a
Princeta All Star football team for
ed veteran of World War II, 26-22.
es, who could not be Sales To Start Jan. 15
Feb. 1 Closing
ton attorney and is looking for- Meeting Set For Jan. 14
1945, selections being made by
has been selected by Mrs. J.
, said Anderson had made
The annual meeting of the
The Lyons knocked Butler's
Opening sales on the Hopkinshopefully
ward
making
to
bond
J. Rosenthal, county chairommendation to encourage vile Dark Fired tobacco mar- sports writers of the Atlanta For Burley Allotm
Tigers out of the tourney last
and getting out of the Paducah stockholders of the Princeton
Constitution.
Closing
date
Geld
for
filin
footballs
were
man, to be chairman of that
✓ production. Under the ket will be held Tuesday, Jan.
Thursday night, winning handily
P - jail shortly, she said this week. Country Club will be held in the
organization's annual , fund
prices would be advanced 15, it was announced this week awarded the first team selections. cation foi new Burley
by 40 to 26 count. The Tigers
Her attorney is C. A. Pepper, clubroom Monday night, Jan. 14,
farm allotments is Februa
raising campaign, scheduled
ents a month beginning by E. D. Moseley,
made a battle of this game,
widely-known lawyer of Prince- at 7 o'clock. The annual election
secretary of
unless
farm
the
operator
Get
for
Naval
March
to
9,
inclusive.
Discharges
I
ary 1.
drawing up to within three
ton. Mrs. Tunget was ordered of officers and members of the
the Dark Fired Tobacco Board
been
armed
in
the
services,
Eldred
At
Mr.
Great
will
Lakes Base
have his
increase in the ceiling price of
points of the victors in the third
eld for action by the May Lyon board of directors is scheduled,
trade there. The sales on Air
organization completed soon
Alvin Y. Mitchell, Slc, Route which case such applicati
ary 1 would be second in
quarter, but were subdued in
unty gran jury on a c arge together with discussion of plans
Cured tobacco will continue
and will announce his plan
3, and Cary W. Burchett, E. shall be filed prior to Februar
than three months. Last
the final stanza by the superior
entering into a conspiracy for operation of the club and
weekly as usual, Mr. Moseley's
for the campaign then, Mrs. heighth and team play
Shepherdson street, were among 1, 1946 or not later than sixty
ber, the price was increasthe new clubhouse, now under
of the
Tunget,
husband,
Earl
her
announcement
stated.
following
the
of
days
his
date
Rosenthal
said.
offset
Kentucky
discharged
to
men
from
e cents 'a pound
Lyons. In the semi-finals Friday
elp his escape from Eddy- construction.
discharge,
later,
whichever
is
the Navy at Great Lakes last
awal of a subsidy to butnight, Fredonia defeated Cobb
rlson.
the county AAA office advised
week-end.
Two Girls Injured When
akers.
and Kuttawa eliminated EddyAttend
80
To
Annual
et is the Louisville lifer, Feb. 8-14 Proclaimed
farmers this week.
wh
secretary also was said to Struck
vile.
lied Dupety Warden L.
By Mail Truck
Kiwanis Ladies' Night
Boy Scout Week In Ky.
recommended continuance
R.
Releases
Two
Army
In the finals Saturday night,
December 17, at EdMarie Kenneday, 14, and
Approximately
persons
80
are
government's $525,000,000
Pfc Leslie T. McCoy, Route 3; Out Of Navy
Frankfort — AP — Governor
it was nip and tuck between
ison with a gun which
Trigg
Oliver,
15,
Lou
Betty
SSML3c,
expected
Faughn,
Freattend
I.
annual
to
John
the
he a
dairy production subsidy
T-51 Ross E. Kirby, Donivan
the Caldwell entry from Fret first was sent to Willis Tuesday proclaimed Febschool, street;
ruary 8-14 "Boy Scout Week in Kiwanis Club Ladies' Night donia and the Lyons, tho the
T-4 J. D. Lester, Jr., E. donia, Route 3, and Jasper C. him b
am until May 1. Under the county pupils at Cerulean
HosStewart
Jennie
He la enied the statement. Kentucky." He praised the work meeting Friday night, Jan. 11, latter were ahead most of the
Market street; Pfc Alvin S. Bus- Blackburn, MCMM2c, Fredonia,
nt schedule, the subsidy were in
Wednesday
of the organization and asked Dr. C. H. Jaggers, president,'time. The margin of victory for
tin, Fredonia, Route 1, were Route 1, are among Kentucky
ents to dairymen are to be pital, Hopkinsville,
suffering from unjuries incurred among Kentucky men dischar- men discharged from the Navy
Mr. an rs. W. C. Sparks all citizens to join in observance said Wednesday. Dr. Ralph the Lyons told the difference
March 31.
mail
Woods, president of Murray with the advantage going to the
at Great Lakes, Ill., last week. spent Tu
of its 35th anniversary.
es said these recommenda- when they were hit by a
ged at Ft. Knox last week.
in Nashville.
building
State College, will be guest winners partly due to playing
were made to Stabilization truck near the school
Tuesday
speaker and a feature of the on their home
istrator John C: Collet, about 8:30 o'clock
Five Princeton Men
court.
girl
meeting will be presentation of
would have to approve any morning. The Kenneday
Evelyn Lee Cummins, Cobb
at
Navy
Discharges
bruisa
and
ankle
broken
has
a
the
award
Kiwanis
for
outstande in retail prices.
Walter S. Patterson, Slc, W.
High entrant, was winner of the
Oliver girl
rtages of butter exist in ed arm, while the
Main street; Charles F. Haw- ing citizenship during 1945.
title of Tournament Queen in a
Tuesday
unconscious
still
parts of the country. Pro- Was
kins, Coxswain, Highland Avecontest held Thunsday night.
report,
n has declined sharply in afternoon, according to
nue;, William C. Hobby, Slc; Tigers Lose To Dawson
Judges included Dr. C. H Jaginjuries had
t months and is now below and extent of her
Judson Kelley, GM3c, Locust
gers, Roy Rowland and Edwin
Springs
But
Win
determined.
Cubs
been
not
Agriculture
ar levels. The
street, and Lester G. Cartwright,
Lamb.
Butler's
basketeers
divided
a
rtrnent reported Tuesday
RT2c, N. Jefferson street, were
the December output of Jesse 0. Hurd Accepts
among Kentucky men dischar- twin bill with the Dawson Leave For Chicago
✓ was thirty percent below Agricultural Totaling Post
ged from the Navy at Great Springs netters on the home
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Katz left
court Tuesday night, the Tigers
Jesse Osborne Burd, Hardyear's December production.
Lakes, Ill., last week.
this morning for Chicago where
discharged
being
normally
trounced
soundly
recently
in
the
tterfat which
ville, was
he will resume employment
main go, 52 to 31, and the Cubs
be used for making butter from the Army Air Forces at
after being discharged from the
Arnold Buyers In N. Y.
ing divtrted into cream Camp Atterbury, after serving
Misses Sarah and Frances winning in a hard fought game, Army. Mrs. Katz, the former
15.
17
Both.Butler
to
other dairy products for the 35 months in the Hawaiian Isteams
will
Myers will leave today for New
Cleo Ingram, has been an eman market because these lands and Iwo Jima, where he
York where they will buy spring play at Marion High Friday ploye of the Farmers National
has
specialist.
He
cts offer a better return was a radar
and summer merchandise for night. Capt. Jimmie Butler foul- Bank the last 81,4 years, and orprice control regulations. accepted a position as vocational
Arnold's. They will be gone ed out of the Tigers' lineup and ganist at the Central Presbyagricultural teacher at Crestfrom then on to the end, the terian Church the last 8 years.
bout 10 days.
School, Oldham
wood High
visitors coasted to victory.
lock Market
county. He is the husband of
fern Back Injury
Telephone Servive Here
• market was steady with the former Dorothy Wadlington,
Movies Shown By McGee
n Auto Hits Wagon
Not Affected By Strike
week's sales on the Prince- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Feed
le Trusty, of the Friend- At Butler High Tuesday
Princeton has not been afLivestock market Monday, Wadlington, Route 8.
community, recently suf.
Rev. J. L. McGee, pastor of fected by the telephone strike
reported by Bred Lacey,
severe back injury when Ogden Memorial Methodist which was scheduled to stop ,
h
r. Total head sold was
Mrs. H. A. Keach, Hopkinsthrown from his wagon Church, exhibited two motion long distance calls In much of;
Baby beeves topped at $15.- Wile, spent several days this
collided with an auto- picture films at Butler High the Nation at 10 o'clock W
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Pepper Retained
By Tunget's Wife

GI'S DEMONSTRATE IN MANILA
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Regarding The T. V. A.
The Hon. John L 114.cClellan, Senator
from Arkansas, recently inserted in the
Appendix of the Congressional Record
some pertinent information regarding the
Tennessee Valley Authority, which is reprinted as follows:
Under the caption "Washington Water
Lobby," Mr. Peter Edson, NEA columnist, recently endeavored to further convince the public that TVA is all that its
advocates claim for it.
In the beginning of the series reference
was made to the 31 land and water users'
organizations as a "water lobby," an appellation that is not warranted. The objective is the enlightenment of all of the
people as to the true story of the TVA.
These 31 organizations have banded together to try to offset the work of the
TVA lobby, which propagandized the
people of the United States for 10 years
at the expense of the Federal taxpayer,
and which, as pointed out in the articles
in question, is now organized to promote
Federal "authorities" in every river basin
in the United States. With as many issues
involved as there are in the "authority"
proposals—placing all the land and water,
mineral and industrial resources of the
Nation in the hands of Federal corporations with almost unlimited powers over
the political and industrial development
of the Nation—the existing water organizations would be derelict in their duties
to their members and to the citizens of
the Nation if they did not attempt to tell
the other side of the story, a story that
up to the present has been viewed almost
entirely through the rose-colored glasses
of the TVA advocates.
There are millions of people in this
country who have an interest in the land
and water resources of the Nation whose
views cannot be expressed by either the
TVA or the private power interests. The
31 organizations mentioned present a
small segment of those millions. The farther these organizations go in their analysis of the TVA, the proposed MVA, the
CVA, the SVA, and all the others, the
more they find that is of interest to their
members, to the common citizen, and to the
taxpayers.
After setting forth the various items
that enter into the cost of the project, an
attempt is made in the concluding articles of the series to justify the position
taken by the writer. First he takes up
the question of retirement of the investment and quotes TVA itself to the effect
that "on the basis of operating experience
up to the present, TVA estimates that its
income from the sale of electric power
will be sufficient to retire the entire investment in 60 years, without interest."
That investment in power is set forth at
$460,000,000.
Regarding this presentation it should
be pointed out to the country at large
that this $460,000,000 invested in power
equipment alone costs Uncle Sam some2 percent interest annually.
1
thing like 2/
In view of the fact that TVA is going to
take 60 years to pay off the investment,
without interest, it is quite clear that the
taxpayers of the Nation are going to
have to pay this interest, which amounts
to $11,500,000 yearly.
It must be a very comfortable feeling
to the people of the Tennessee Valley to
know that a hundred and thirty million
people throughout the rest of the United
States are subsidizing their electrie light
bills and their industral power costs while
at the same time the TVA can deduct
from its operating expenses one item of
eleven and a half million dollars each

•

year.
The TVA report shows a net income of
$14,737,270 from operations. That, however, is the brightest side of the picture—
if there is a bright side. That $14,737,270
income represents the receipts in the last
and biggest business year in TVA history. .
It represents for the most part war business. The war will be over before very
long, then where is TVA going to get its
Income?
But there is still another item—and not
such a small one either. It is the item of
taxes. Of course, the taxpayers of the
country are paying,this TVA bill, too.
SomebOdy has to furnish the money to
run the Government. If TVA paid its
share of the tax burden, as private interests are expected to do, there would
be another obligation amounting to $7,288,077, state and local, with an added Federal tax of approximately $14,321,000, all
of which adds up to a deficit of $21,619,077. Allowing a $2,000,000 credit paid in
lieu of taxes, the net deficit is approximately $19,619,077, which corroborates
the testimony offered by Edward L.
Moreland, dean of engineering of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
before the Joint Committee on Investigation of therenneasee Valley Authority,
Seventy-fifth Congress, Third Session, to
the effect that "the taxpayers would have
to make up an annual deficit of $20,999,000.
Emphasis la placed on the power Red'witiea Of the project, which Is as It should
be, shoe power was the prime moth'. In
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his enthusiasm reiterates the oft-repeated
but misleading statment that 20 percent
of the consumers of TVA power are rural,
and also that they use twice as much electricity. as United States average.
Washington Daybook
Again going to the TVA annual report,
It is discovered that when the 20 percent of users is translated into kilowattcrease in currency, of course, is
By Alexander R. George
hours the story takes on a different hue.
Washington—Many people like that the level of business actito carry around a lot more money vity has been so much higher
The TVA report for the fiscal year endthan they need. That tendency, than before. It has been necesing June 30, 1944, which is the peak year
combined with a substantial insary all along the line to have
for TVA discloses that all of the "indicrease in income for millions
more currency to carry on busiwar,
the
used
of Americans during
vidual" users, rural and otherwise,
transactions. Still another
ness
is one reason why the volume
only 8,306,590 kilowatt-hours of juice out
is that banking has not
reason
of U. S. currency in circulation
of a total of 9,110,370,790 kilowatt sold,
always been convenient for
peaks.
all-time
to
soared
has
many people either because of
or less than one percent.
On Nov. 30 there was a total
working hours or because
odd
Quoting from one of the said articles:
in
currency
of $28,184,530,000 of
of nearby banking facililack
of
in
used
circulation, an average of about
"The TVA yardstick has been
ties. Black markets operations
the
in
person
rates."
every
down
for
$201
force
to
communities
many
and attempts at income tax evaUnited States. That was more
There is much evidence in the operations
also boosted the amount of
sion
$8,732,000,the
times
than three
in circulation.
of TVA to support this confession. And
money
ago
years
000 in circulation five
when this is accomplished TVA then proAt the same time that people
and five times the $5,698,000,000
more
were carrying around
ceeds to dictate to the local companies
figure of 25 years ago.
checkpockets,
their
in
money
propower,
war
for
the
of
charge
result
shall
a
As
they
how much
duction boom several million ing and savings accounts inat rates that only a Government-subsiwho had been on sub- creased tremendously. Checking
families
on.
exist
to
lized corporation could hope
time in their lives. accounts owned by non-bank
first
the
Another interesting disclosure in the
By G. M. P. They naturally , increased their investors amounted to 31 billion
financial structure as cited in the opening
dollars at the end of 1939. By
How would it be to get a well money holdings.
A thought for the new year:
Another reason for the in-June, 1945, they had risen to 73
number of the series is under the head- 1938 was the1 record year for poste d, professional hospital
ing, "Costs." It says $65,000,000 bonds accidental deaths due to auto authority to come here and help means and the big town papers The hospital has a new elecwere sold. An examination of the TVA accidents in the US, total 110,- promote Princeton's proposed don't gobble it all up, so we tric range, delivered recently by
report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 000. But 1946 bids fair to eclipse new health institution? Such can't get our share . . . And, of a local dealer. This undoubtedly
1944, discloses the fact that $6,300,000 this record, with gas and tire an individual might be able to course, if the strikes end some- will ease the burdens of the
break down much of the oppothem the envy
of these bonds were deposited with the rationing off and new cars com- sition, cement divergent factions, time in the not too distant future. staff ... and make
good many local housea
of
than
more
important
is
It
ing.
Reconstruction Finance Corporation and
* * *
wives.
ever before to know traffic re- educate many persons to the
that all of the rest, with the exception gulations and good driving prac- need and benefits of a good SOLDIER'S SOLILOQUY
* * *
of a block of a little less than $2,000,000, tices ... and abide by them, for hospital here.
H. York is having difficulty
of
instead
cash
in
now
had
I
If
* * *
getting a satisfactory picture of
which may have been retired, were de- your own protection.
debts
Dick Gregory reported to the
his big Methodist Men's Club.
and
* * *
The cost of last year's beer
posited with the United States Treasury.
Kiwanis Club that Kentucky AtEfforts to get a flash-light shot
cigarettes,
Lieut. Col. George Baker Hub- torney General Eldon Dummit,
So this statment may be somewhat misgroup have proved
bard, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. who promised here recently he I'd spend it all on cigarettes and of that large
leading.
... but Howard
twice
unavailing
beer
The question of flood control is passed Hubbard, Princeton, has entered would help get the Christian To keep me happy for another will stick with it until he does
practice at Jackson, Tenn., a
over lightly, with the general statement newspaper clipping advises. He county end of the Princetonobtain a picture from which a
year.
Hopkinsville highway surfaced
that TVA "flatly denies charges its flood- entered the Army in 1941, from this year, had written advising —Rotary Bulletin, Mudgee, good cut can be made, for newspaper and magazine purposes.
control operations have not benefited Nashville, with the rank of first he has been as good as his word. Australia.
flood conditions on the lower Ohio and lieutenant and steadily advanced
*
*
*
Mississippi." On this phase of the subject to lieutenant colonel in the Med- Dummit's letter to Dick said
was graduated
He
ical
Corps.
however that, while the Princeis might be well to quote from an article
from Vanderbilt University's Colin the current issue of the Public Utilities lege of Medicine in 1937, had ton-Ffopkinsville road job is
year, it will
Fortnightly, entitled "The Valley of Pro- been resident surgeon at Van- scheduled for this the
Hopkinshave to wait until
paganda; Another Potrait of TVA." It derbilt and City Hospital, Nash- ville-Dawson Springs road has
ville, 4 years when he entered been surfaced. The latter proreads:
"'What flood control obtains in the the service. He had 2 years in ject has already been started
and Germany. and has precedence, Dummit
Tennessee Valley? Instead of protecting England, France
* * *
told the local Kiwanian.
the valley, the construction of dams from
Thieves who have designs on
*. * *
the
the mouth of
Tennessee to its source Marvin Davis' auto better be
Sevison, going-out
He
has converted the entire valley into careful not to drive it where he prexey, received a past presireservoirs. Before the TVA was author- can hear its motor running.
dent's lapel button from Dr. C.
* * *
ized the greatest area that could be overF. Engelhardt, acting for the
One day recently, Mr. Davis club, at last week's meeting. Mr.
flown was 420 000 acres. Now 360,000
Cobb storekeeper, lent his car §evison was a good leader and
acres, or six-sevenths of the entire area,
to. a Cobb youth, to come into the club had an unusually good
are under water in the reservoir bottoms Princeton to see a movie. While
year . . . as members feel sure
of the Tennessee Valley.'"
the borrower was in the theater, will be the case this year under
That irreparable damage was done to the car was stolen.
the new president, energetic,
* * *
personable and successful young
the area taken over by TVA is revealed
Pretty soon thereafter, the cul- Dr. C. H. Jaggers.
in information divulged by the Tennessee
* * *
prit, driving toward HopkinsFarm Bureau at a three-day meeting. vine via Cobb, stopped there for
It's smart to live as tho y
TVA transformed a successful agricul- some gas. Mr. Davis heard a expected to die tomorrow •
tural community into an industrial center motor running, thought it sound- and to farm .as tho you e •ted
ping
of doubtful permanence and without the ed like his, and took a look out to live forever, says a
Johnny
consent of the people affected. In so doing front. Sure enough, parked at handed your reporter
it not only robbed large numbers of peo- his store's gas tank, was his au- Graham. * *
tomobile. He asked the youth
ple of their homes and livelihoods, but in it where he got the car and "Sitting Pretty" the guideplaced another heavy financial burden on the reply was "I rented it in line for Roy Ro nd's 1946 calbrunette lovethose people.
Princeton to go to Hopkinsville endar depicti
doing all
The State of Tennessee alone was de- in". Mr. Davis produced a gun, ly. Well, w +ill be newsprint
If the
too,
right
of
car
out
the
the
youth
ordered
prived of an annual income of $13,415,300
't go beyond our
price d
and took possession.
from sale of crops, products consumed,
and Government farm payments. In addition is gouged the people of this one
State of $16,830 360 in farm lands on the
basis of a $30 valuation of land acquired.
Another proper charge against operations is the cost of removing towns, railroads, bridges, roads, and families. Hearings held by the House Committee on
Appropriations on the independent offices
bill for 1946 disclosed that 14,433 families ot a total of 66,000 persons were disunfavorable weather, it has
Owing to
possessed of both homes and livelihoods
been necessa or us to postpone our Dark
in the interest of "experiment."
Fired tobacc ow and contest scheduled for
Members of the Tennessee Valley Farm
EARLY SPRING
Bureau charge that many of these people
January 5th
Winter's almost over;• bright spring is on its way—so perk
left the state and thus increased the fithe
between
this
show
hold
ect
to
up your daytime wardrobe with fresh, beguiling dresses!
nancial burden of those that remained
We
at-home cottons in button-down styles; crisp, conColorful,
the
behind to operate smaller and less desira1st and 1 of February. We will announce
venient, washable. For street wear, rayon prints and lively
ble farm lands.
tat Classes and prizes will be the same
date
solids, deftly tailored. Priced wonderfully low!
They say that the land TVA took over
sly announced. That is: $3.00 First
as
pre
is the most fertile and productive farm
Prize, .00 Second Prize; and $1.00 Third
land in Tennessee. This, they say, is the
Shop PENNEY'S for
Shop PENNEY'S for
each of the following grades: AF - AD Priz
land that contributes most in direct taxes
CF.
for the maintenance of county governIron Board Pad-Cover
BF BED SHEETS
ments and public schools. It is the land
For smooth ironing! A 54"
sleeping! Petalsmooth
For
that creates most of the annual wealth
As you take your tobacco down, save out
heavy-weight cotton pad
of sturdy
woven
soft
sheets,
vegeof raw rriaterials--corn, wheat,
with pockets at both, ends
d hands for all five classes if you wish. Recotton fibers that will take
for slipping over
your
tables, livestock, wool, meats, eggs, dairy
mber, you do not have to be a customer of
lots of hard wear and reboard, plus a sturdy unproducts. It creates local processing
peated launderings! Nice
Contest. It is open to all
the
enter
to
benk
is
bleached cotton drawstring
plants flour mills, canneries, milk plants,
wide hems.
cover!
territory.
our
trade
in
;armors
meat packing establishments, and provides employment for large numbers of
We thank thote farmers who entered the
people not directly engaged in farming.
Burley and Air Cured Dark tobacco contest held
This is a part of the story that th
representatives of these '31 organizatio
on January 4th and thus contributed to its sucShop PENNEY'S for
referred to as the "water lobby" bell
cess. The representatives of the Tobacco GradJr. Sixes,
should be told, The story thus far
RAYON FABRICS
ing Service stated that the tobacco shown "Was
But Not Jr. Styles!
been too one-sided.

It

Everybody Has Lots of Money—It Says Her

Pennyrile Postscripts

billion dollars. Investment
cornmercial bank savings tic,
counts increased from $15 bil
lion in December, 1939, to $z
billion in June, 1945—all of th,
increase having taken plat,
since the latter part of 1942.
However, the biggest am
of liquid assets held by inv
ors is in federal securities s
as the various defense war
victory bonds. The total vol
of these securities outstan
increased from 47 billion do
at the end of 1939 tq 257 b"
dollars last June 30. Individ
owned 59 billion dollars of
amount.
The most colossal moo
figure of all is the 833 bi •
dollars spent during the
year period—July 1, 1940
June 30, 1945. Of this el'
tenths of a trillion dollars, f
eral government spending
counted for 323 billion do
Some $290 billion of this
directly for national del
and for war.
Tax receipts brought in to
federal government 133 b"
dollars, leaving a deficit of
billion dollars. The gover'nm
share of total spending in
war reached a peak of a
50 percent in the fiscal year 1
when the government accoun
for 100 billion dollars out of
billion dollars total spending.
In the fiscal year 1919—
year of federal spending •
World War I—total expendit
in this country amounted
about 75 billion dollars,
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Dark Fired T acco Show

POS ONED

their styling's beguiling..,their low price...niceI

DRESSES

$111-29 ,

To "the bitter end" has a nauti
iria•
A ship's anchor chain, at the po here
It was fastened to a vertical
called
the hitt, was known as the •r end.
}red out
Thus, when the chain has
more
ng
to "the bitter end," there's

that can be done.

as fine as any they have seen in many days".
The same graders will return to judge the Fire
Cured show.

First NationalBank

Penney's have yards of cottons that'll make your fingers itch to stitch! Scotch
plaids, checks, solids, flowered sprig prints, sturdily
loomed to last for ages!

69e

$1.98

JR. BOYS'
TROUSERS

$2.98

*2.66
*2.80
Shop PENNEY'S for

Trick Terry Towels

orld'
•w b
1 the
fore
ut

A brisk rub with th
thickly napped terry to
els will dry you in a fl
and give you a warm t.
ling glow! All white
a colorful border stripe.

53e
Checked for Spring .••

Women's Sport Sui

$14.00
Checked front jackets
button up to a pointed
lar plus new, smart b.
sleeves. Over solid
pleated skirts. Sizes 12

ne
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unty Agent's
Column

Hybrid. Corn Good

hogs than he can handle, however, he has only one recourse
—to reduce the price and try
to keep hogs back until he can
catch up. Farmers should be
alert to this condition and avoid
heavy marketing when terminal
markets are over-supplied and
prices are breaking. They should
be sure that the market can
handle their hogs before they
ship them to market.
A, five-point program of orderly marketing was given by
AAA: (1) Avoid scares and rumors. There are not too many

Rye Moving In
On Scotch Markets

Farm Agent John Back o
Whitley county reports • tha
many farmers are expressin
satisfaction over their crops o
hybrid corn.
"John Longworth states h
would not have any other cor
but hybrid on his farm. Luthe
Brown stated that hybrid mad
as much again as his native corn
Troy Lawson saidthat his nativ
corn blew down and produce
but little, while his hybrid cor
made 78 bushels to the acre
Homer Davis and his tenant ha
an outstanding demonstratio
of Ky. 103, U. S. 13 and nativ
corn. Each stated that the native
corn produced a third less tha
the hybrid. Ky. 103 also pro
duced more than U. S. 13."

Johannesburg — AP — Big
Canadian rye whiskey distillers
are out to capture as much as
possible of the South African
By J. F. Graham
whiskey market from Scotland.
Cheap Feed
More and more Canadian whiskey is, being drunk all over the
sture is the cheapest feed
world, according to dealers here,
can be grown on any farm
and the lighter content of their
Figures
livestock.
r any kind of
product, as against the heavier
bodied Scotch, will grow more
or seven southern states on
popular in tropical and subasture and hay lands show an
tropical climates.
verage of 1.8 pounds of proAlready 3,000 cases of Canaein and 18 pounds of dry matdian rye are on the way and
er produced for each pound of
have all been sold. The Scotch
lant food applied, or stated
distillers' quota for South Africa,
other way, a ton of complete
at least until there has been one
ertilizer containing 20 percent
normal year's distilling, will be
lant food would produce inabout 3,500 to 4,000 cases a
reased grazing equal to 8,300
month, or only 20 percent of the
unds of milk or 1,000 pounds Thurman Barrett, of Lee conuty
C7reonitilsion relieves promptly be1939 imports.
t grain liveweight, a very pro- produced 80 bushels of Ky. 10
cause it goes right to the seat of the
NELSON
trouble
NAMED
exchange
ATHLETE
to help loosen and expel
TOP
(center)
for
of
Nelson
$4.75
Byron
OF
1946—
professional
golfer, was winter. Between a billion
itable
hybrid corn to the acre on five
and germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
picked as 1946's "Athlete of the Year" in an Associated Press poll of 82 sports writers. On the
ach dollar spent for fertilizer. acres, while open-pollinated cori
a billion and a half pounds of to soothe and heal raw, tender, inOn our own Experiment Sub- in the same field yielded only basis of three points for a first place vote, two points for second, etc., Nelson garnered 181 meat, a substantial part of it flamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
points to 150 for Felix (Doc) Blanchard (right), Army fullback. Hal Newhouser (left), Detroit pork, will
tation Farm, production of beef 50 bushels per acre.
be shipped to Europe it bottle of Oreomulaion with the unpitcher,
was
third
Wirephoto)
with
derstanding
(AP
73
points.
you must like the way it
r acre was increased roughly
for relief and other export pro- rildelrly allays
the cough or you are
ur times and cost decreased portant to prepare the seed be
grams. In addition, U. S. civil- to have your money back.
om approximately 10 cents per well and cover the seed. A cultil
ians want more pork, bacon, and
und to 3% cents by the use packer is a very valuable pieci
lard.
foram:tits,ChestColds,Bronchitis
f lime and phosphate fertilizers. of machinery to use for see
Kentucky Seed Goals AnWhenever a packer has more
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those nounced: 8000 acres of crimson
On fields where good stands bed preparation and for the covwho made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
grasses and clovers are al- ering of field seeds.
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- clover, 3000 acres of hairy vetch
established,
grazing
capAfter going to the expense of A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader and 1000 acres of common ryeady
ity may be greatly increased liming, fertilizing, and prepar- feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, grass for seed is the goal for
most cases by topdressing ing for pasture and meadow shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them
Kentucky in 1946, Curtis E.
Princeton, Ky. April 30, 1929. Studebaker Brougham. The new
ith fertilizers at the beginning seeding, it is false econorgy to
George, chairman Caldwell
the growing season. New make seedings too light. there Mrs. Charles Ratliff, Sr., and new car is. about the niftiest County Agricultural Conservaedings will have much greater are many good mixtures. De- Mrs. R. B. Ratliff were guests articles on tires and is eliciting tion Association, says. Producance for success if fertilized termine the best mixture of seed of Mr. and Mrs. William Rice complimentary mention wher- tion for achievement of goals is
ell at the time or after seed to fit your needs then be sure at the Palmer House, Paducah, ever seen.
essential to balanced production
e sown. If a seed bed is pre- the seeding is heavy enough to last week, having attended a
and winter cover crops can conred, it is much better to drill make a good stand. Orchard delightful social event, sponPrinceton, Ky. June 18, 1929. tribute much toward efficient
disk fertilizers into the sur- grass, blue grass, timothy, red- sored by the Woman's club, Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, who and abundant production on the
top all have their place in this while there.
ee soil.
has been attending the State farm.
Experiments have shown that area. Of the legumes, lespedeza,
University at Columbus, G., is
Price breaks which occured in
THE LOVE STORY OF A
Princeton, Ky. May 7, 1929. spending the vacation
ere seeding on freezes early red clover, alfalfa, sweet clover,
months some large hog markets early
TEMPESTUOUS
RED-HEAD
dings have greater chance and white clover are depend- Mrs. H. S. Eblen and daughter, with home folk.
in December should serve notice
Miss Mildred, have gone to
success. January or the first able.
...AND THE TWO-FISTED
to every farmer who has hogs
if of February is recommendA new grass, Kentucky 31 fes- Washington, D. C. where they s./ Princeton, Ky. June 25, 1929. to sell of the need for orderly
MAN SHE WANTED!
Where seed is to be sown cue and Ludine clover looks will spend a month with Miss Miss Eleanor Eaker left for New marketing to avoid further sharp
Mary Lee Eblen, who is in the York City yesterday
a prepared seed bed, it is im- very promising.
and after price drops and holdover losses,
government employ in that city. a short stay there will
sail for according to C. E. George, counEurope where she will spend ty AAA chairman.
Princeton, Ky. May 17, 1929.
the summer. Miss Eleanor is one
Information received Prom the
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sneed are
of the city's most popular young Department
of Agriculture inthe proud owners of a beautiful ladies
and her friends here wish dicates
there are not too many
for her a very pleasant stay hogs
on farms for the market
abroad, and a safe return home. this
winter if an even marketing -flow is maintained.
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
Princeton, Ky. June 28, 1929.
The 1945 spring pig crop, now
Mr.
and Mrs. James Stegar, Jr.
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
coming to market, is 7 percent
Help Them Cleanse the Blood have gone to Madison, Wis., smaller than the
1944 spring pig
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
where they will enter classes at
of Harmful Body Waste
crop, which in turn was 24 perYour kidney. are constantly filtering the State University, remaining
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
we.te matter from the blood stream. But
cent less than the 1943 spring
kidneys sometimes lag in their work--do through the summer months.
crop. Furthermore, there is a
not act as Nature intended—fall to re.
We will remove all dead stocks promptly and
ve impurities that, if retained. may
demand for every pound of pork
Moon the system and upset the whole
Princeton, Ky. June 28, 1929.
dy machinery.
and pork products produced this
Symptoms may be nagging backache. Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood, C. M.,

hogs if they are marketed in bn
orderly way. (2) Keep posted
on markets and price trends.
Know, the' facts. (3) When hogs
are ready, check markets daily.
(4) Keep an-even flow of hogs
going to market. If marketing
decline send your hogs in. (5)
Be alert to changes. Check with
your trucker, buyer, or commission firm every day when you
have hogs to sell.

'How women and girls
may get wanted relief
from functional periodic pain
Cardul Is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of functional periodlo
distress. Here's how it My hale:
Taken like a tads.
It should stimulate
appetite. aid digestion,* thus help build resistants, for the "time°
to come.
LOOK
4911 Started 3 days beINTOg& fore "your time", IS
should help relieve
pain due to purely funotional periodic causal.
Try Cardul. If it helps, you'll
be glad you did.

CREOMULSION

E

Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morganfield, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,

persistent headache,attacks of dirsinese,
getting up nights, seedling. puffin.*
under the eyes—a feeling of nervous
anxiety and lose of pep and strength.
Other signs oi kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Dose's Pals. Dows'a have been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Aak your istrigkf

Jr., and little Miss Christine
left Thursday to spend the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Smith at Fairfield, ni. C. M., Jr.,
will remain for a month's visit
to his grandparents.
Princeton, Ky. June 28, 1929.
Mrs. John Loftus and son, James,
Miss Minnie Crowder, Robert
and Charles Catlett enjoyed
Wednesday, fishing in the Cumberland River, near Eddyville.
The pleasant trip was by motor.
Princeton, Ky. June 28, 1929.
Miss Louise McCaslin was one
of a motor party that drove here
from Greenville, where she is
visiting, to make a flying visit
to Mr. and Mrs. E. M. McCaslin,
Tuesday night.

to announce the appointment of this company to represent

Nationally famous—
HELM'S CHICKS —U.S.
Approved — Pullo r u m
controlled — Hold four
world all time records
— Immediate delivery
— Chicks now in brooders.—.'Also booking for
future—Matings contain
hundreds of ROP males
from hens with official
records from 200-300
eggs. Call for free
Brooding Bulletins.

Joe Willett, 4-11 club boy in
McCracken county, produced
111 bushels of corn on a fertilized acre, and only 58 bushels
on an unfertilized acre.

Added Treats!
MUSICAL FEATURETTE
MOVIETONE NEWS

ALLAN LANE • PEGGY STEWART
WALLY VERNON

"STAGE COACH TO MONTEREY"
NO.2 "ZORRO'S BLACK WHIP" — CARTOON

You'll Shiver And Quiver — With Laughter!
PAT O'BRIEN • CAROLE LANDIS
GEORGE MURPHY

"HAVING WONDERFUL CRIME"
Added Enjoyment!

MARCH OF TIME — "18 MILLION ORPHANS"
COLOR MUSICAL "BOOGIE WOOGIE" — NEWS
World's Largest Manufacturer of automatic stokers, IRON FIREMAN is
now busily engaged in production of domestic Stokers for homes, to
fill the pent-up demand brought on by the war.

MURDER — on her mind!
LOVE — in her heart!

Before you buy or order a new stoker for your home, let us tell you
featuring
PHYLLIS THAXTER
EDMUND GWENN
HENRY H. DANIELS JR.

FRANK SINATRA
KATHRYN GRAYSON
GENE KELLY
JOSE ITURBI

rural residents who have been waiting for
PRINCETON

Ws are also dealers for Norge Refrigerators
aid the wonderful mow Midis Electric Washer

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.
INCORPORATICD

• AND THESE ARE COMING SOON!

"LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN"
"OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES"
"PRIDE OF THE MARINES"

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
‘Svagl.s

(By Associated Press)
Frankfort — Alex Howard,
Covington, and Jerry Fonce
Howell, Floyd county, won in
the only contests developing as
Democrats chose their leaders
for the 1940 General Assembly
session which opened Tuesday.
Howard was named over Louis
Cox, Frankfort, as president pro
tern of the Senate, and Howell
won, 35-34 over John Young
Brown of Lexington, former
House speaker and former congressman, for House floor leader, in the Democratic caucuses.
Harry Lee Waterfield, Clinton,
was renamed House speaker by
the Democrats by acclamation,
and Richard P. Moloney, Lexington, won that party's Senate
floor leadership without a contest. That the Howard-Cox decision had been made before the
formal caucus became obvious
when Cox nominated Howard
and the choice was made unanimous. As president pro tern
Howard will preside in the absence of Republican Lt. Gov.
Kenneth Tuggle, and will be
next in line to become governor of the state in the event of
a vacancy.
In addition, if the Senate
Democrats take control of committee appointments away from
Tuggle, as they did 2 years ago,
Howard and Moloney were regarded as Democratic choices to
compose their party's majority
on the appointing committee
along with Tuggle.
The contest between Attorney
Brown and School Teacher Howell, the latter reported backed
by Democratic State Chairman
J. Lyter Donaldson, was not settled until the formal caucus.
Waterfield voted for Howell and
Brown got the vote of Rep.
Rhodes K. Myers of Bowling

‘Wr

McCaslin — Goodwin

Mr. and Mrs. Homer McCaslin announce the marriage of
their daughter, Jean, to Stice
E. Goodwin, HA2c, Wednesday,
Dec. 26, at the home of the Rev.
L. E. Martin, in Hopkinsville.
The bride was attired in black,
with matching black and white
accessories, and wqre a corsage
of white rose buds, and the
bridegroom was in uniform.
The double ring ceremony was

ong —
Miss Na

bride of
Monday a
5:00 o'cl
Judge Ja
used.
formed t
Mrs. Goodwin is the younger
ring cere
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Homer
of Mr. and
McCaslin, and is a member of
Nashville.
the junior class of Fredonia
The bri
High School.
aqua blue
Mr. Goodwin is the son of
and her a
Lawrence Goodwin, Harvey,
wore bro
and a graduate of Butler High
cowries.
School with the Class of 1944.
M. Ho
For the last two years, he has
of Mr. a
served in the Navy, aboard the
Hopkinsvi
USS Colorado, which has operate of Frie
ated the last 22 months in the PLANE CRASH INJURES EIGHT—Eight persons were injured, three seriously,
ll
citpal
hortchratisli:
Pacific area.
Pennsylvania Central Airlines plane overshot a runway at the MuniA
murky weat of Mr. and
The couple is now at the
Ala., and crashed into a creek bordering the field, while attempting to land in
Fredonia,
home of the bride's parents.
(AP Wirephoto)
the last ye
French
fe Hto
Purn
ret
Woman's Council Of
ings, the man who find, 18 months
500 Attend Birthday
in'
a cake
den bean
his re-end
Meets
Party For "Miss Sallie" ChristianNo.Church
king for the night and
3 of the Woman's
Group
atpersons
Approximately 500
Mr. and Mrs. James Harvey his Queen from the girls
Council of the First Christian
tended the 100th birthday party
Monday night at Barnes, Detroit, Mich., on the The pair rules the party
met
Church
in honor of Mrs. Sallie Harralson
evening.
the church, with Elizabeth Wil- birth of a son, James Milton, of the
'tie marri
at the First Christian Church
•
Denmark
In
the Juke
is
Barnes
Mrs.
20.
hostess.
December
as
son
Margaret
Saturday afternoon, from two
elf,
Christmas
is
It•gi ,
a
McNeeley
Rosemary
Cur Coc
The business session was con- the former
until 5 o'clock. Mrs. Harralson
goat
a
rides
instead
of
a
Mrs.
and is the granddaughter of
tootenmd,sentps
has been a life-long member of ducted by the group leader, Mrs.
The Danes leave 1)-7,- kr
S. T. Moor% N. Harrison street. deer.
the church, and is still a regu- H. C. Lester, followed by the
in
and
milk
rice
their
TOrn Coc
Lee
leader, Martha
program
lar attendant.
Christmas Eve, it beinu
husband,
on
discussion
a
leading
Mayes
pastor,
Brooks,
P.
C.
Rev.
Joan Leslie has a waistcoat of luck sign if the milk o
Jaco.
acted as toastmaster presenting Africa. Participating in this beaver styled with a deep V during the night.
*The brid
Mae
Dorothy
were
program
the honoree with a bouquet of
front.
cover
thi•I,
pointed
Lithuanians
neck-line and
with black
red roses from the church and Jordan, • Peggy Cash, Virginia Large gold buttons finish the mas Eve dinner-table IV,''
They w•
Wilson, Marietta Stallins, Lois
a response was given by her.
front closing. She wears it with of straw beneath the t,,
Cash.
Jean
Clara
and
Litchfield
and
McGee
Lester
J.
The Rev.
mustard gold wool to symbolize the m ang,
assisted by her a cape suit of
MAROONED FAMILY AWAITS RESCUE — Arrow indicates four persons clinging to a slant Mrs. Long, of Earlington, gave! The hostess,
and tops off the ensemble
crepe,
sandserved
Frances,
sister,
traca
on
a toast to the honoree, whose
roof on the farm home of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Reiman at Oakville, Ia., as two men
with a disc-like beret of matchand hot chocolate.
tor attempt to reach them through flood waters resulting from breach in levee, (background), chair centered the alter, and wiches
beaver.
ing
Members present were Jane
bridegom4. urchiso
Atop roof are the remains, their son, a neighbor Richard Poffenbarger. Levee held Iowa River was beautifully decorated. The
". Disappeared Ove—t. itrille
LitchLois
Cash,
Clara
Stallins,
The
wed
pink
BA:17.
of
church decorations were
in course before breach. (AP Wirephoto)
To give a 'ueef loaf an intriguAnn Murch
and white, and decorated seats field, Dorothy Jordan, Elizabeth,
Yak
It la tnie. tbec
another count was taken.
Hogan, Marlene Cash, Marietta ing flavor, pack half the meat
bernileak medicated
and Mrs. G
Green.
were reserved for her family.
KLEINE( that dr
"
and Virginia Wilson, mixture into baking pan,
When it showed the same figFrances
overnight as it acts to lower
nopkinsvill
was
occasion
the
for
Music
for
race
The first tally in the
tigly blackheads Thom eh.
of
slices
thin
very
caucover with
ures, Brown moved that the
pie stre‘,......es applied Nem Hardin Pet
arranged by Jimmy Jones, music Martha Lee Mayes and Mrs. H.
were
meal./
am
ankasingly
p..
floor leader gave Howell 35 cus make Howell's election by
mild cheese, then with remain- food MO plai pl.aed blacicheads had emaara. Win a
student at Transylvania. The C. Lester.
Thews amiss
votes to Brown's 34, but ques- acclamation, and his motion was
The next meeting will be a ing meat. When loaf is half claim they areeathasimitically
ea losiger embarraseed todoelL11, LOOK p
program depicted the life of
haPPY with their dem eampleeio. ba
top.
on
bacon
of
strips
lay
procedure
done
same
party.
Valentine
The
votes
adopted.
owe application does sot witch you kg* the Firs
tions arose over some
Mrs. Harralson with musical
J. Lester McGee, Minister
Continue cooking until bacon door money Oct. Ask for Moo Yu Flopkinsvill
spoken almost inaudibly and was followed by the Democrats
numbers characteristic of the
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
DAWSON'S DRUG STOP(
crisp.
is
in other contests amid expres- Harry Long, Supt.
The vo
Mrs.
years. Singers included
sions of harmony.
—before an
Worship 10:55 a.m. Sermon sub- Thomas Lacey, Gordon Lisanby.
Howell succeeded James E. ject: "The Perils Of Middle Life." Jimmy Jones and Mrs. Ernest
southern
Quill of South Fort Mitchell, who
either side
Smith.
Youth Fellowship 6:00 p.m.
bra and hu
did not seek re-election to the
A large birthday cake lighted
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m. Sergladioli a
1946 legislature.
mon by Dr. W. 1. Munday. The with candles which centered a
themums.
Byron Royster of Sebree, for- second Quarterly Conference will beautifully decorated table, was
ceremony
mer House member and assist- follow this service.
cut by Mrs. Harralson. Punch
emnized by
ant clerk in the 1944 session, deMid-week Prayer Service was also served. The honoree
Walker.
feated Brooks L. Hargrove of Wed. 7 p.m.
was the recipient of many gifts,
The bride
Louisville for chief clerk of the
Choir practice Wed. 7:45 p.m. cards and flowers.
by her fat
House, 48 to 18, with three memmagnolia s
bers not voting.
Joan Crawford's nail tips inBAPTIST
a sweethe
clude one that will lessen the
Making this unanimous, the CEDAR BLUFF
will
Rey. J. T. Cunningham
basque wai
danger of splitting. She says neHouse Democrats went on to
Cedar Bluff Baptist
sleeves. He
ver file your nails down too
elect Hargrove assistant clerk on preach at
from a cor
Church Sunday morning at 11 sharply at the sides. Let the
a standing vote, 53 to 10, over
and she ea
o'clock and at 7 o'clock that nail grow out straight, then
William A. Perry of Louisville,
of white c
night Sunday School will be shape the edges gently.
former member of 'both houses
Miss Yvo
organized that morning. He will
To remove grease from rugs,
and former clerk.
the bridegr
preach at Cobb Baptist Church blot up as much as possible,
Emerson Beauchamp of Rusonly atten
Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. then remove remaining stain by
sellville was named by the DemHardin, a
a
with
salt
spot
the
sponging
ocrats for chief clerk of•the Senbridegroom,
in
salt
cup
one-half
solution of
ate over Robert Humphreys of THE CENTRAL
The brid
one quart of cold water. Rinse
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Frankfort.
Hopkinsville
with
dry
water
and
lukewarm
in
Donal Wilmoth, Minister
the bridegr
a clean cloth.
9:45 a.m. Church School.
Tilghman
B & P W Club
Christmas
outdoor
Bohemia,
In
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship.
cah, and h
The Business and Professional
mrol-singing is popular; singers
Expect?"
We
Do
Topic:
"What
his dischar
Now is the time to launch an invasion into
Women's Club will hold its
going from door to door, and be7:00 p.m. Evening Worship.
Air Corps,
monthly meeting at the George
ot
gifts
with
rewarded
ing
years. He is
Coon Library tonight at 8 Topic: "Sin Against Love."
money, bags of nuts and a
late Shipto
o'clock, it was announced Wedvanocka.
Christmas cake called
and is a fo
nesday by Mrs. Duke Pettit, Jr. FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
The coup
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
Paducah aft
Pastor
Brooks,
P.
Chas.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
trip.
9:45 Bible School
11:50 a.m. Marning Service
11:00 Morning Worship
6:45 p.m. Training Union
Progressive business houses are preparing
tfumphries
7:00 Evening Worship
7:30 Evening Warship
The marr.
invato send a well planned, well executed
Humphries,
Mr. Claude
Tuesday nig
post-war
vast
the
sion of advertising into
kinsville at
sister, Mrs.
with the Re
marke's... an invasion that will result in
of the H
Church, rea
business victory for them now that peace is
at 8 o'clock.
The bride
ensemble of
)1 brides' ro
The coupl
after the cc
weeks' wedd
in Florida,
Hot Springs,
Call us today for stimulating, practical
Mr. and
Ude at Sev
ideas and suggestions in developing your
will operate
The main floor consists of eight rooms inind also the

The Leader
Congratulates

Electrical Contractors
REPAIR WORK

FOR PRIVATE SALE!

The J. L. Small itesidence

Located at 423 East Main Street
Princeton, Ky.
This is a ten room house including
the Bath

cluding the large bath room and sun room;
there is also a glass inclosed back porch and
regular front porch; the upstairs is divided into
two large rooms.
The home has all modern conveniences including gas furnace, cedar lined closets and
other improvements not usually found in the
ordinary home.
It is now being used as two apartments
bath; one consists of six rooms,
connecting
with
including the sun room and the two upstairs
rooms; the other has three rooms. They each
have separate entrances and meters for gas and
electricity.
If interested call or see

ALVIN LISANBY

advertising to help marshal your "invasion
forces" so effectively that it will mean

guddlesto
Mrs. Mollie
tnnounces t
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- Holloman

ously, When
rt at EliIn murky
Christmas
who finds
'a cake
night and
m the girls p
the party tilt
6.
the Julen'
, is a legend,
instead of a
nes leave bo
in their a
e, it being a'
he milk disa
ight.
cover their
er-table with
ath the tabl
the manger.

IMPLE
mpea red O.

ring
nva-war
in a
e is

ss Nadine Long became the
• of Pfc Clifton Holloman
.ay afternoon, Dec. 31, at
o'clock at Hopkinsville.
e James E. Higgins pered the impressive double
ceremony, in the presence_
r. and Mrs. J. C. Rigsby, of
ville.
e bride wore a model of
blue with black accessories,
her attendant, Mrs. Rigsby,
brown with matching aeries.
. Holloman is the daughter
r. and Mrs. Loyd Oden,
insville Road, and a graduf Friendship High School.
Holloman is the grandson
. and Mrs. Elbert Holloman,
onia, and has served for
:st year in the ETO. He will
n to Europe for another
onths after completion of
e-enlistment furlough.

h - Cochran
Nannie Cash announces
marriage of her daughter,
aret Jaunita, to Pfc ArCochran November 16.
dents were the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Cochran, his sister and
and, and friend, Mr. Rudy

and Mrs. Sallie Powell Catlett,
Washington street, last weekend.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ellis have
returned to Atlanta, Ga., after
spending the holidays with her

marriage of Miss Calla
hries, Seven Oaks, and
laude Wood took place
y night, Jan. 1, in Hople at the home of her
Mrs. Hugh Hammond,
e Rev. Monroe Schuster,
e Hopkinsville Christian
, reading the ceremony
'clock.
bride wore a blue tailored
ble of aqua, and a corsage
des' roses.
couple left immediately
the ceremony for a three
wedding trip for points
orida, New Orleans and
rings, Ark.
and Mrs. Wood will met Seven Oaks where he
erate his farm near there
e the Humphries farm.

,
Carlton ;Anton, Paducah,
e guest of Mrs. T. J.
s here Friday.
• • •
James Webb and daugh. John Durilla, Captain
and baby, Susan Augus• gueets of Luke Powell

S-Sgt. and Mrs. Bill Willis
and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cook
left Tuesday for New York City
for a 15-day visit.
• • •
Miss Martha Jane Lester has
-eturned to William Woods Col-

lege, Fulton, Mo., after a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. thster, Washington street.
• • •
Mrs. Wallis Davis and little
daughter, Sarah Emily, left Monday for Atlanta, Ga., where they

will visit Mr. and Mrs. Jim Davis for about two months.
In the summer of 1945, more •
than 1,792,000 pounds of black
pepper were imported from
India.

Don't Miss This Sale Of
Apparel and Accessories

Dresses

Coats

Suits

Our Entire Stock of
Fall and Winter
Dresses

Our Entire Stock of
Falland Winter Coats

Our Entire Stock of
Fall and Winter Suits

4141111111.11101111111111i1111111111111111iiiii111111111114111111111111iiiii

Sizes: 9 to 15 and 12 to 20.

Sizes: 9 to 15 and 12 to 20

iiiiiIMINI11111111111111114121111111M11111101111M1101111.1111111111111111.11.111111111111111111116111

Formerly priced at $55.00 reduced to $44.00

Extra Special!

Formerly priced at 49.95 reduced to 37.25

Formerly priced at $25.00 reduced to $14.95
Formerly priced at 19.95 reduced to

12.95

One group of winter coats that
formerly sold
•

from

Formerly priced at 45.95

$19.75 to

Formerly priced at 39.95 reduced to 29.95

8.95

Formerly priced at 12.58 reduced to

7.95

Were $45.00

I JJJJJ.11113100000IMONISIMMUNIMIMI111.111

One Group of JUMPERS

9.45 Drastically 12.95:
5.00 Reduced 6.00
To

$8.50 to $12.00

now

now

Were 39.95

29.95

Were 37.50 now

28.75

Were 35.00 now

26.25

Were 32.50 now

24.25

Were 25.00 now

18.75

5.50

8.50

,

3.95

now

2.95

19.95 reduced to

1010/0.lllll11/111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111M11.111111111111111111.11111111Y11111lllll11111111111110.1111111.11i1111111111111111411111110111.1111M111

a

MILLINERY
Were $12.00

now

$3.00

Were

now

2.00

10.00

$395

Sweaters
One group, formerly priced at

I

I
and
95 I

$5.95 to $12.95, reduced to ...
Fig

W.111111111/111111111111111111111110111.111.11111111111•11.1011,llllllllllllll1111111MM llllll11.11.11111111.11111111111111111111111,11111111111.1111111111.11111111111/1011110111
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One Group of Winter Robes

00

Extra Special!

20/

One group Fall and Winter hats
Now

only

llllll

14.95

T

All Fall and Winter

$4.95

now

Formerly priced at

2

... were $3.00 to $10.00.

6.50 to

Formerly priced at 29.95 reduced to 22.45

$33.75

Slip on

To

Ladies Leather &
Fabric Handbags

Formerly priced at 35.00 reduced to 26.25

111.111/111111111111111111111111111111.101in

Formerly priced at 16.95 reduced to 10.95
Formerly priced at 14.95 reduced to

reduced to 34.45

$45.00. Reduced to only

Formerly priced at 18.50 reduced to 11.95
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ARNOLD'S TOT SHOP

leston - DeLawson
Mollie Huddleston, Cadiz,
ces the marriage of her
•r, Louella, to Gene Deson of Mr. and Mrs.
DeLawson, Cobb, Decem, in Hopkinsville, with
James E. Higgins perthe ceremony.
DeLawson has been emin Cadiz the last two
half years.
DeLawson is a prominent
of the Cobb community,
onnected with the farmterests of Smith Broadr.

W. C. Sparks, Eddyville Road,
• • •
Mr. A. A. Smith and Mrs.
Jonathan Rigdon, Anchorage, are
visiting their daughter and sister,
Mrr. C. M. Wood and Mr. Wood,
Hopkinsville street.

January C earanCe Sale

chison - Pettit

•hries - Wood

called there on account of the
death of a relative.
* • •
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Orange,
Cleveland, 0., are
visiting
Miss Suzanne Sparks has refriends and relatives here. Mrs. turned to Ward-Belmont, NashOrange spent several days in ville, after spneding the holidays
Jackson, Miss, this week, being with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Selections Extrardinary:
Reductions Drastic

e bride wore a blue dress
black accessories.
ey will make their home
lytheville, Ark. when the
groom is discharged from
rmy.

wedding of Miss Elizabeth
Murchison, daughter of Mr.
rs. Gracia Lee Murchison,
insville, and Mr. Richard
'n Pettit, son of Mr. and
William Roy Pettit, Padutook place Tuesday, Jan. 1,
e First Baptist Church, in
• sville.
e vows were exchanged
e an altar banked with
ern smilax and palms. On
✓ side were seven candeland huge baskets of white
ohi and Garza chrysanurns.
The double ring
ony was impressively soled by Dr. Perry Crumpton
er.
bride, given in marriage
er father, wore a gown of
olia satin, fashioned with
eetheart neckline and a
e waist with long pointed
es. Her fingertip veil fell
a coronet of seed pearls
e carried an arm boquet
ite carnations.
Yvonne Hardin, cousin of
ridegroom, was the bride's
attendant . John Oliver
d i n, also a cousin o f the
groom, was his best man.
bride is a graduate of
'nsville High School, and
ridegroom is a graduate of
an High School, Paduand has recently received
ischarge from the Naval
orps, after serving three
He is a grandson of the
Shipton Pettit, Princeton,
a former resident here.
couple will reside in
ah after a brief wedding

mother, Mrs. J. A. Stegar.
• • •
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1 Jumpers and Skirts

I
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1 Group of Dresses
Formerly

One Group Slightly
Soiled Dresses

$3.95 to $5.95

Formerly

SIZES 2 to

[

Formerly $1.95 to $2.25
now $1.00

111111111111111011.1111111111111111111110111•1111111111111111111111110111111111111.1111.1111M111111011111111111
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SWEATERS

Now

$1.99 to $5.99

Were $3.56

now $1.95

Formerly $5.35

now $2.50

1-2 price

now $1.00

Were $2.15

now $1.25

A

Boy's Wool Suits
SIZES 3 to 8

now $1.95

Sale Starts Thursday Morning
PRINCETON
ARNOLD'S

miltuneintsuplimunmuililllll011111111111 10

SIZES 2 to 6x

Formerly $3.95

1111111/0111111141•1111.11.141.1.111iii11/11111111131111111111111111.111Mllll111M1111111411111111111011191111111

I.

ONE GROUP

Formerly $10.95 now $6.95
Formerly $13.54 now $7.95

111.111111111111111,1.1.11111110.11111111n0

ALL SALES FINAL
KENTUCKY

a ,January 19,)946

r Equipment
Planned For
,Home Meet'

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

$27 Income A Ewe

A gross income of $27.12 per
ewe from a flock of 23 northwestern ewes was realized by
Raymond Redd of Trigg county.
According to arm Agent Keith
Venable, thit flock produced one
s of the farm and hom crop of early lambs and another
t which many famllie crop of late lambs. The ewes ran
buy as soon as it ' on well-fertilizered pasture and
and also equipmen were fed grain and treated with
be made on the farm phenothiazine. The lambs were
ure the 34th annua creep-fed grain.
Home Convention a
rsity of Kentucky Jan Farmers Build Soil
That a good job of soil buildy farm machines a ing was done in Elliott county
btained at that tim in 1945 is reported by Farm
hibited, including trac- Agent Edgar Rice. He notes that
bines, pick-up baler 2,280 tons of limestone was deows, corn harvesters livered to farmers, 980 tons of
fertilizers and 2,375 acres of
ving equipment, muc green manure were turned, and
can be made on the that more than 3,000 acres of
1 includs self-feeders, cover crops were sowed.
bacco-lowering
hook,
ed eater systems and numerous
spearing, splitting an
small household appliances will
knives, and other to
TIGHT FIT — Allan McClellan, driver of this tractor-trailer which overturned in Buffalo, N.
be on exhibit.
wing helps; hurdles for
Building designs and materials Y., while entering the underpass in the right background and hurtled across an adjacent, smalof stock, phenothiazin
will comprise one section of the ler underpass. Is unhurt but still wondering how it all happened as he surveys the wreckage.(AP
ass cutters, hay dry
show, with displays of wood, Wirephoto)
•
and corn loaders, or
fiber, asphalt, asbestos and meyers and dusters, an
How Boy And His Dog
tal materials.
general farming ap
The convention will give majOut-Fox Little Foxes
d devices.
or consideration to farming and
Hagerstown, Md. (IP) Nelson
Schedule
and gas equippe
homemaking in time of peace,
refrigerators, washers
Eddiville Road, 2:00 pm., FriDonohough, 15, trained his litincluding the general improve, electrically operatday, January 11, Mrs. K. P. Hobtle fox terrier Tippy to go right
ment of the farm and farm
good, hostess.
into the holes and chase out
home. Health, cooperation and
Otter Pond, 10:30 a.m., Tues(Associated Press Featurea)
Reynard.
international relations will be
day, January 15, Mrs. W. P.
Tippy went into one hole,
other features.
Baltimore —Love of excite- sounds
Crawford, hostess.
of a violent struggle were
hay
case
bad
of
ment
a
and
Crider, 10:00 a.m., Wednesday,
heard, then a large red fox ran
four
Robbins
January 16, Mrs. V. E. Coleman, fever got Donald J.
out so fast the surprised Nelson
discharges from three different didn't
hostess.
have time to level his
ANNUAL STOCKHOLDERS
Friendship, 2:00 p.m., Thurs- branches of the armed orces at gun and shoot.
MEETING OF THE PRINCETON day, January 17, place to be an- the age of 18—two from the
But Tippy gave his master
Navy, and one each from the another chance,
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND
nounced.
for a few min• • •
Coast Guard and the Army.
LOAN ASSOCIATION
utes later he emerged dragging
submarine
enlisted
the
in
He
another fighting fox. This time,
The annual meeting of the Otter Pond
service at 16 and was sent to Nelson was ready, and after the
stockholders of the Princeton
The Otter Pond Homemakers'
submarine school at New Lon- animals became untangled, the
Federal Savings and Loan Asso- club held their annual winter
don, Conn. Things went fine for boy bagged his fox with one
ciation, Princeton' Ky4 will be social Friday night, Jan. 4, at
six months — practice escapes shot.
held in the office of the asso- the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
with a Momsen lung in the
ciation, Henrietta Hotel Build- Neal. Pot luck supper was servNavy's huge pressure tank, prac- come temporarily blind.'
ing, Friday, January 18, 1948, ed. Present were: Mr. and Mrs.
"Halfway down I went totally
tice dives in the school's old Sat 7 P.M. for the purpose of J. G. Neal, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
type subs—plenty of excitement. blind," he says. "Why I escaped
electing three directors and the McConnell, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Then, "somebody squealed," with nothing more than a broktransaction of any other busi- Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie MitDonald laments. "They told me en ankle, I'll never know. Guys
ness that may come before the chell, Mr. and Mrs. George Marto re-enlist in six months when break their backs often with
meeting.
tin, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
their eyes open."
I turned 17."
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
That's how he garnered his
But nine days later Donald
C. M. WOOD, Secretary
2t Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. George
was wearing a Coast Guard uni- fourth and final discharge, and
Denham, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
form. As his unit prepared to why he carries a cane as he
Geiger, Mesdames W. S. Denship overseas, a last-minute goes about his work at a Baltiham, Moscoe Mitchell, Ray Marheck disclosed again that he more funeral home.
tin, L. B. Sims, Misses Robbie
was too young.
Sims, Ann Neal, Janice Martin,
Came Jan. 12, 1944, his 17th
Doris Lowery, Evelyn Crawford,
irthday. Donald shipped into
Joyce Denham, Messrs. Bennie
e Navy once more, this time
Mashburn, Billie and. Donnie
egally, but after a scant four
Mitchell, Jimmie and Billie Marweeks came hay fever and anothtin.
er discharge.
"When I became 18," he reThe continental United States
calls, "I went through selective
contains about 1,500,000 square
service into the Army." With
miles of territory favorable for
the paratroopers hay fever raisthe accumulation of oil, only
hall of which has been thorough- ed its ugly head in the middle
of a parachute jump, the boy's
ly explored.
seventh.
The first sneeze hit him just
as he had fastened onto the
tatic line, which automatically
pens the 'chute. His attacks
had been causing him to be-

Homemakers News Four Military
Discharges At
18 Make A Vet

Notice

Report Stresses
Rural Health Need
"It is of Utmost importance
that rural communities consider
methods of securing and maintaining the services of good doctors, dentists and nurses,' says
Dean Thomas P. Cooper of the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics in his report to the Committee for Kentucky.
"Unless specific ways are developed to attract them to rural
areas, however, many communities may find that they still
have too little medical service.
"The development of small
local clinics and hospitals is
one means of accomplishing this
purpose. County and municipally
owned hospitals or clinics may
be needed in some communities.
Health cooperatives, in which the
members pay fixed sums each
year for medical service, might
attract physicians td some communities and bring medical services within reach of all. Group
health insurance is one means of
protecting against large unexpectild medical and hospital expenses.
"The mobile medical and dental outfit used by the armed
services may be adaptable to
rural needs in Kentucky. It is
possible, too, that surgical instruments, X-ray machines and
other equipment used by the
armed forces may be purchased
for use in rural areas.
"The
expansion of public
health departments to communities where that service is unavailable at present, is another
possibility for improving the
health program of the community.
Benjamin Franklin was born
Jan. 17, 1706.

Charter No. 5257
Report of Uondition of

of Princeton
in the State of Kentucky, at the close of business on Dec. 31, 1945
published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency, under section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes.
ASSETS
Loans and discounts (including $359.62 overdrafts)$
United States Government obligations, direct and
guaranteed
Obligations of States and political subdivisions
Other bonds, notes, and debentures
Corporate stocks (including $3,000.00 stock of Federal Reserve bank)
Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balance, and cash items in process of collection
Bank premises
fixtures $4,500.00
Other assets

LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships,
corporations
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
19.
Total Deposits
$2,360,111.89
23. Other liabilities

Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided profits

MEMORANDA
Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
(a) United States Government obligations, direct
and guaranteed, pledged to secure deposits and
other liabilities
(e)

Total

Secured liabilities:
(a) Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant to
requirements of law

State of Kentucky, County of Caldwell, as:
I, Howard Rice, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
HOWARD RICE, Cashier.
to and subscribed before me this 7th day of January,

is

entirely

possible;

because apples are plen-

So is our high-protein
Creamed Cottage Cheese

JESSIE N. SPICKARD, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest: W. C. SPARKS
R. U. KEVIL
J. B. LESTER, Directors.
The average American motorist, in peacetime, travels some
8,100 miles a year in his car.
Traveling salesmen average 18,800 miles.

The battleship
New York
pounded shore emplacements at
Okinawa for 78 consecutive days,
the longest engagement any U.
S. warship has ever been in.

which, served with sliced
apples and crisp celery,
provides such a tempting
and wholesome salad.
For a fresh, appetizing

Bel diseemlert et POISON OAM.
BOLIVIA. Priekty Meet, gueberie,
big Ills, Mager es Mesquite Mess.
Sealy eir limey 15.1. Tired Sweaty
reel. A seelisa. seetblay Metes. OM
M sayiebare Me es by Ins& It.

carton delivered to your
home, call 161.

* Metal Waste Baskets

* Metal Desk

* Metal Card Cabinets

* Metal

* Metal

* Metal Typewriter Stands

Acco Fasteners

Lamps

Stapling

Machines

* Metal Letter Trays

We also have in stock office chairs with or without arms and
the famous Shepherd Posture Chair.

THE MAN WITH THE PLAN

NICE 75 ACRE FARM, in high state, with all
feed and farming equipment including 100 barrels corn, 12 tons hay, one International tractor,
with plows, disc and cultivators; one pair nice
young black mules worth $600.00, new John
Deer wagon, with bed, one John Deer cornplanter.
Situated 6 Miles east of Princeton, on good
rock road, one mile off of Princeton-Hopkinsville
Highway, good five-room residence, tobacco
barn, stock barn, good fences, good young orchard.
This farm is a money maker and will pay
off. Only $10,500 will buy this farm including
all personal property above mentioned. Financing if desired.

Princeton Federal Savings And
Loan Association

Members' Share Accounts __ _$472,621.09
Dividends declared & unpaid
Loans in process

710% S. Main Street

Day Phone 501 Night 9E34

HOPICINSVILLk,

Y.

260.25

Other liabilities

100.20

Specific reserves

278.63

General reserves
Undivided profits

If interested —

J.It. Reeves, Agt.

5,003.55

—INSURED —
Safety of Your Investments Up to $5,000

27,325.66
.

13,404.22

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

1945 Film Honor
Are Announced

Sgt. James R. Berkley
Home From S. Pacific
Sgt. James R. Berkley has
been honorably discharged from
the Army and is at home with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Berkley, Dawson Springs, Route
3. He served as a mechanic in
Australia, New Guinea and
Japan almost 3 years.

T-5 Charles W. Calvert
Is Coming Home
A former member of the vetInfantry (Tropic
25th
eran
Lightning) Division of the Sixth
the
occupying
Army, now
Nagoya area of Japan, T-5
Charles W. Calvert, son of Mr.
and Mrs. D. M. Calvert, Route
2, has left for the United States
to be discharged.

Two Enroute Home From
Pearl Harbor Navy Base

Robert L. Johnson, seaman,
first class, Baldwin Avenue, and
Theodore F. Crider, aviation
machinest's mate, second class,
are headed for the United States
to be discharged, it has been announced from the naval staging
center, Pearl Harbor, T. H.

Suzanne Degnan, six-yearsold, was kidnapped from her
north side Chicago home for
$20,000 ransome. The child's
dismembered body was later
found in a sewer. (AP Wirephoto)

Caldwell Native In
School Supply Co.
KIDNAP SCENE— A short ladder
nan home in Chicago, from which
floor is the open window (2) from
More than 30 million complete
ball and roller bearings were
made each month during the
last two war years by the Antifriction bearing manufacturers
for U.S. military equipment.

Discharged Sunday

Pfc James A. Stromatt, Fredonia, Route 1; T-5 James H.
Woodall, Fredonia, Route 4; T-5
Aubrey R. Beavers, Fredonia;
Pfc James A. Guess, Jr., Fredonia, Route 4, were among
Kentucky men discharged at
Ft. Knox Sunday.

Since 1830, more than 8,000
Gloucester seamen have perished at the oars of dories swept
out of sight of parent fishing
schooners.

Pfc Lawrence Blackburn
Gets Rest Leave On Luzon
Pfc Lawrence C. Blackburn,
whose wife, Mrs. Claren Blackburn, lives in Fredonia, has recently spent 10 days of rest and
recreation at the leave and furlough center in Baguio, Luzon.
Pic Blackburn, who attended
Flatrock High School, is serving
with the 350th AAA Searchlight Batallion.
It is estimated that about
12,000,000 low-income persons
who paid tax on 1945 income
will pay no tax on 1946 earnings.

At one time the Puritans attempted to abolish the use of
the ring at wedding ceremonies,
contending that it was of heathenish origin.

ls
Deaths-Funera
Herter

Willis Machen

Mrs. Willie Machen Herter,
wife of George Herter, Los Andied at her home
Enough bread is baked every geles, Calif.,
there December 9, according to
week on one of the 35,000-ton
news received by relatives here.
U. S. battleships to satisfy the She was the daughter of Ed and
average one-day consumption o Necy Spratt Machen and was
every individual in a city o born in Caldwell county, where
8,500 population.
she spent her girlhood. She is
widely connected here. Funeral
and burial were at Los Angeles.

Luther Beavers

Army Gives Releases
To Five Caldwell Men

Pvt. Reathel M. Dyer, Fredonia, Route 1; Cpl. Otis McCormick, Princeton; S-Sgt
James H. Mason, Route 1; Pvt.
Russell L. McDaniel, Route 2,
and S-Sgt. Willie R. Crutchfeild, Donivan street, were
among Kentucky mei discharged
at Ft. Knox last week.

against the garage at the rear of the James DegSuzanne Degnan was kidnaped. At right on first
girl was taken. (AP Wirephoto)

sihertEx:
CHROME
PLATED

Made by

PISTON RING
SITS

ii

Type PROVED oft
World'. Toughed

Proving Grounds—War's Itottlefleidel
Sullt to defeat Imogene, www IF, drplane end other motors! from Arctic
Icelands to Tropic
chrome
plated rings produc•d less friction,
lasted longer. Now you can have them
in year own car—et low cod!

PLUGS
Oa:44444*d 18,000 Milos

The very best in plugs
at a saving you can't afford
PATI411D 4-PC. UCTIONAL SIM to miss. Inserts, only
Positive oil contra Restores POMP,—
prevents undue carbont Uss low o111
Example--Low prices:
CHEV 1937-41. All.
Set Of

r
.La

Western Auto
Associate Store

The British took Ceylon from
Holland in 1796.

Mrs. Dorothy Darnell
Funeral services for Mrs.
Dorothy Charlotte 0,Roark Darnell, 87, who died at her home
in the Dripping Springs community January 5 were held at
the home Sunday afternoon,
with the Rev. Rodolph Lane officiating.
Mrs. Darnell is survived by
two daughters, Rose and Lena
Darnell, five sons, J. K., J. W.,
Nelson, Floyd and Floyce; six
granddaughters, nine grandsons
and 22 great-grandchildren. Her
husband preceded her in death
in 1930, and three children are
deceased. At the time of her
eath, she was a member of
ebanon Baptist Church.
Burial w a s in Millwood
emetery.

Mrs. Minnie Gresham, 62, died
t her home in W. Market street
last Wednesday afternoon after
an illness of more than a year.
Funeral servies were held Saturay afternoon at the Eddyville

Tues., Jan 12, 1946

Four From County Get
Discharges From Navy
John V. Fulton, Sic, Varmint
Trace Road; Wallace E. Blackburn, Sic, Baldwin Avenue;
Robert L. Johnson, Sic, Baldwin
Avenue, and James K. Fletcher,
GM3c, (T), Route 2, are among
Kentucky men discharged from
the Navy at Great Lakes last
weekend.

Luther Beavers, 57, died at
his home in the Good Springs
community January 3 after an
illness of several months.
He is survived by his widow
and eight children.
Funeral services were held at
11 o'clock Saturday at Good
During the total eclipse of the
Springs Church with the Rev.
the sun is virtually blacked
sun,
Rutherford officiating.
because the moon, which
out
Burial was in Levingston
comes between the earth and the
cemetery.
sun, has no atmosphere to bend
the sun's rays.

Mrs. Minnie Gresham

DARK FIRED TOBACCO

Three State officials are principal stockholders of the newlySchools Service
incorporated
Company, which will deal in
school supplies, equipment and
accessories, State Treasurer T.
W. Vinson, one of the incorporators, said. Mr. Vinson is a native of Caldwell county.
Other officials listed as stockholders of the company, capitalized at $40,000, were Revenue
Commissioner Orville M. Howard and First Assistant Attorney General J. L. Hughett.

2 Cars on Duty
DAY and NITE
Courteous Treatment
and Efficient Service
Guaranteed

Phone 200
R. (Dick) Morse, Supervisor
We go any where at any
time long trips or short —
we are ready.

There are seven well-lighted warehouses in HOPKINSVILLE built

Methodist Church, with the Rev.
I. W. Napier officiating, assisted
by the Rev. W. B. Ladd and the
Rev. L. J. Knoth.
Daughter of the late George
M. and Amanda Cash, of Lyon
county, Mrs. Gresham was a resident of Eddyville until about
two months, ago. Her husband,
D. F. Gresham, preceded her in
death 4 years ago.
Survivors are five sisters,
Mrs. Jim K. McLin, Mrs. Herman Brown, both of Princeton,
Mrs. Luke McCarty and Mrs.
Curtis George, of this county,
Mrs. J. E. Whittle, Oklahoma
City, and a brother, Denny
Cash, Eddyville Road.
Pallbearers were nephews of
Mrs. Gresham, and burial was
in Eddyville Cemetery.

New York — AP —A
wide pole of critics and r
era gave top 1945 honors fee
tion picture acting to Ale
Knox, Ingrid
Bergman
Greer Gerson, the
Film Daily said Tuesday.
Film Daily's fifth annual
of newspapers, magazine,
service, syndicate and .,
critics and reviewers hall.
ton Webb as giving the L C
formance by a supportir.
for his part in "Laura," „
Revere as the best sui.:
actress for her role in "N;.
Velvet."
Knox was placed first
starring actors for his po
of Woodrow Wilson in the
"Wilson." Miss Bergman
Miss Garson were tied kr
for their respective rols
place among starring a
CHILD'S HEAD RECOVERED FROM CATCH BASIN—The "Spellbound" and "Valley
head of Suzanne Degnan, kidnaped and dismembered in Chicago, Decision."
is brought up from a catch basin near her north side home.
Lauren Bacal was named
(AP Photo)
number one "find of the
and the film 'Wilson" was
HERE AT LAST—The Pride of the
Roy ed as the outstanding scree
tested
kitchen
South, that
Acuff flour at Rogers Grocery, 204
Skippy Homer took lint
4tp
W. Market St.
among juvenile actors for
Big reduction on all Ladles winter
furnigood
Store
of
rooms
FOR
SALE—Six
Federated
coats and dresses.
drop-leaf morrow the World." Peggy
walnut
including
ture,
table and ladder back chairs; one Gardner
placed first
FOR SALE — One 1I/2 T Chevrolet
bedroom
maple
two
and
truck. 100 good stoves of all kinds— solid walnut
suits; Philo° cabinet model victrola- juveline actresses for "A
Gas range, Warm Morning, Cannon
Cold
combination; six-foot
radio
heaters, laundry stoves; One, 4-cap
Grows in Brooklyn."
Wall frigidaire and gas range. See
laundry heater and tank, ranges and
It
The poll said Henry King
Bx cook stoves. Stoves, oil; shoes and Herbert Vickery.
women
men,
for
sizes
clothing—all
and children. Suits and overcoats; FOR SALE—Four nice building lots. the best direction of the y
bicycles, furniture, beds
10 good
One 4-room dwelling. One good 6. "Wilson,"
and said the
room dwelling. Cummins Insurance
and accessories of all kinds. J. F.
Drug photography was in "F'
3to
Morgan.
Agency. Office over Wood
itc
Store. Telephone 530•W and 520-3
Lady."
LADIES winter hats, 2.91 to 4.96, now
WANTED TO BUY used cars of all
possible types. For sale—Car radio,
Wilused automobile parts. R.
FOR SALE—Bedstead, feather bed,
, at Cornick Oil Co. Ito
CI
liams
small
table.
three
and
chairs
pillows;
It
625 N. Jefferson St.

5.

98c

to

2.96.

HELM'S pullorum controlled chicks—
four
delivery — holder
immediate
worlds records—brooding bulletins—
HELM'S HATCHERY—across from
hitchyard—Princeton.
oxfords small sizes
LADIES
1.96 and 2.99. Federated Store

only

TWELVE and one-half cents a year
your
will
overcoat from
protect
moth
damage for 5 years. One
of
Berlou
spraying
Guaranteed
Mothspray does it, or Berlou flays
for the damage. Walker's Drug Co.
WANTED—White or colored woman
helper; to prepare breakfast, lunch
and clean apartment In the mornings. Mrs, J. N. Brewer, Metcalfe
'Hp
Apts. W. Main St.
LOST—Ladle's Waltham wrist watch
with pold band, In Princeton Saturday night. Jan S. Reward for return
to Mrs. Harman Brown, Henrietta
ltp
Hotel, Barber Shop.
LOST—White setter bird doy with a
few black specks. Finder, see or
call Charles G. McLin. Phone 645-3
FOR SALE—Modern steel double bed,
with springs and mattress; In excellent condition. All-metal child's
one seated fire engine; In excellent
condition. Also Junior size chair.
it
Call 107.

Mrs. Nellie L. Cliff
Funeral services for Mrs. Nellie Lewis Clift, 66, who died in
Louisville Sunday were held
at the First Baptist Church Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
with the Rev. H G M Metier,
officiating. Mrs. Clift suffered
a stroke here at her home on
Eagle street about six weeks ago,
and had been in Louisville with
her daughter, Mrs. Joe Hughes,
for treatment.
Mrs. Clift was a daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Lewis, of Nebraska, and is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Joe
Hughes, Louisville, a son Johnny, Henderson; a grandson, Joe
Clift; two sisters, one who resides in England and the other
In Nebraska; a brother, of S.
Dakota. Her husband, J. H,
Clift, a farmer of the Fredonia
community, preceded her in
death several years ago.
Burial was in New Bethel
cemetery.

40
FOR SALE — Ladles' coat, size
grade
Mon's suit, size 38. Both high
condition.
material; In first class
Apts.
See Mrs. Portman, Henrietta
it
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Francios Pilatre de Rozier was
the first man to ascend in a balloon. He remained at a height of
80 feet for four and a half
minutes in 1783.
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Another great big load of 50 barrels of Sauer Kraut.
weiners, enjoy
Cook it with pork, cook it with franks, cook it with
bring y
crock,
raw. Down goes the price. Bring your bucket, bring your
jar. Fill it up. Enjoy it while it lasts. Pound

McKENZIE'S PANCAKE

MIX

20 oz. package

BOONE COUNTY

SAUCE No. 1 can 130, 2 for 25(
(Takes the place of tomato puree)

A few left from Christmas, reduced price to clean them out. Each

to display your Tobacco to its best advantage. Seg your Tobacco
here, where strong competition, courteous treatment and highest

A car load of dandy fresh vegetables from Southern Texas. Mustard, k
2¢
/
turnip and spinach greens, pound 121

Farmers' Loose Floor
Tandy Warehouse Co. McConnell Loose Floor Moss, Hensley & Frankel
Hancock-Cooper Loose Floor

Butler's Loose Floor

The Sales on Air Cured Tobacco will continue Weekly as usual.

All 1946 city license taxes are due. All motor
vehicle licenses purchased by February 1, 1946,
will be subject to a 30 percent discount, but if not
purchased by February 10, 1946, will be subject
to a 10 percent penalty. Please take notice and
act accordingly.

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, celery, beets, fresh tomatoes, cucumbers, caul
flower, etc.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT
E. D. MOSELEY, Seciy.
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Truman Is Still
Out On Limb As
Program Stalls
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Wool For Suits
Called Plentiful

TORNADO WRECKAGE IN TEXAS

Salt Lake City —AP— James
A. Hooper, secretary of the Utah
Wool Growers Association, says
lack of wool and high wool
prices are not contributing to the
scarcity of men's suits.
Hooper said "there is a burdensome supply of domestic wool
in storage in the United States
and not more than $5 worth of
wool is used in the manufacture
of any suit, even if it costs $100
to make it."

Question Now Is What
Will Second Session Of
79th Congress Do
To Help

dges Better Enforcent Of All Laws, Escicilly Traffic And
uor Regulations

By Jack Stinnett
yor W. L. Cash, starting his
ten formal
Washington—In
h term as the City's chief
messages, President Truman explicitly laid his 20-odd point
'strate, declared at Monday's
legislative program squarely in
jog of the City Council that
the laps of the 79th Congress.
oped to make this adminisAbout 90 percent of the don of Princeton's affairs the
mestic program still was there
in his experience and asked
after four peacetime months of
he cooperation and help of
the first session. On the home
itizens to this end.
front, the administration took a
G. McClelland was sworn
booting rarely equalled in a simijudge of the police court,
lar period in which- the White
ommission as such, signed
House and the Congress were of
ov. S. S. Willis, being prethe same party.
d.
The question now is what will
Tial emphasis will be put
1946 and the second session of
better enforcement of all
the same Congress bring? Gathin Princeton, Mayor Cash
ered from the four corners of
the Council, with particuofficial and political Washnigton,
reference to traffic regulahere are some cautious legislative
and liquor laws.
predictions for the new year:
ithin the last week, numer(1) Atomic Controls. Alcitizens have been summonthough labeled "rush," don't look
police court, to answer for
TO LIVE WITH GOVERNOR—Robert F. White, former Army for any immediate action here.
tions of the traffic ordinpilot, and his wife, sof Kent, Ohio, prepare to move into an apart- The problem is too big and too
s of Princeton, double park- ment in Governor Frank J. Lausche's mansion at Columbus, 0.
complex.
parking on the wrong side
Lausche offered the rooms to help out in the housing shortage
(2) The GI Bill Of Rights.
he street, at anglbs to the
and this couple was selected. (AP Wirephoto)
Some wrinkles still to be ironed
, and other violations were
out, but mostly now a matter of
n as reason for tickets from
Salmon 'Nursemaid'
police. All offenders were
ed by the court and in- Uses Sulfa Cure
(By Dorothy Brasher)
Port Townsend, Wash—AP-cted regarding the traffic
John L. Quertermous atMrs.
lations, and asked to co- Ernest Brannon, who is "nurseate with the city officials maid" to thousands of baby sal- tended a dance at the executive
mansion in Frankfort given by
aking for greater safety of
mon in the state fish hatchery
ns and property.
and Mrs. Simeon Willis
Gov.
says
Dungeness River,
onthly reports of city offi- on the
of their daughter,
honor
in
sulfathiazole was used successwere read, showing DecemSally, and her husband, Henry
in combatting disease but
fully
police' court fines and costs
Meigs.
that experiments with penicillin
egated $584, with actual colMrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
results.
noticable
gave no
are in Owensboro this
'ens of $440.
Young
fish,"
the
"When &tease hit
their brother, Mr.
visiting
ports showed police court
week
he said, "we put sulfathiazole
•
Polk Young.
ctions for the year 1945 toin the diet, at the ratio of one
Mr. and Mrs. John Querter$3,952.25, July being the part to 35,000 parts of food. It
mous, of Frankfort, spent Tueser month with $714.50 and stopped the loss of fish.
night with Mr. and Mrs.
day
mber next with ;440.
experiment,
In another recent
ceivable accounts for 1945 Brannon virtually "stuffed" baby W. M. Young.
Word has been received here
e water department aggre- dog-salmon and humpbacks with
d $24,421.53; for December, food in a screened rearing barge of the death of Mrs.'John Clift
18.60. There are 1,430 meters in Sequim Bay and found they who died Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Turley were
Red with 1,348 in service. grew ',Tom 11
2 inches to eight
/
isbursements from the city inches long in slightly over four dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ury during December total- months—doubling their weight James Ray Sunday.
$3,967.98, while balances in each fortnight—on a 25 percent
To blanch almonds pour boilfunds at the close of the body-weight diet of condemned
water over shelled almonds,
ing
carwere $21,063.01.
salmon
beef livers, spleen,
permit them to stand until the
casses and brewer's yeast.
brown skin is loosened, then
ore merchant seamen lost
by pulling
r lives during the invasion of
Eons before the manufacture blanch the almonds
oro in the Philippines than of paper in China or by the off. Soak blanched almonds in
to
soldiers or sailors who par- Nile, wasps were producing wood cold water in the refrigerator
whiten.
pulp for their nests.
ated in the action.

To avoid large pinholes in material, use thin needles instead
of pens when fastening a paper
pattern on fine silks and satins.
For a different effect, stand
party candles in a deep saucer
with soft wax. Then float a few
fresh flowers.
gate than legislate.
(9) Minimum Wages. Look for
ts of seven houses, demolished a boost, but not all the way to
GENERAL VIEW OF TORNADO WRECKAGE IN TEXAS—Par
far as the eye can see. Those made 65 cents an hour.
k)3, a tornado which struck Palestine, Texas, are scattered
Wirephoto)
(AP
effects.
personal
for
search
(10) Unification Of The Armstorm
the
by
homeless
ed Forces. Unification has the
conIf
Benefits.
Health
(8)
certain
of
proper administration. Watch for mitting substitution
White inside track, but the opposition
types of vocational and scien- tinued pressure from the
a veterans bonus.
it is strong enough to prevent any
open,
the
into
it
gets
House
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Which is the UAW-CIO really after? Is it seeking facts-or new
economic power? Does it want to know things-or run things?
These questions concern you as well as General Motors.
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How much General Motors takes in each year—how
much it pays employes—how Much it pays to stockholders—how much it pays in taxes—how much net profit
we make—'and many other facts are plainly stated in
annual reports and quarterly reports.
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For years the facts about General Motors have been
made public.
In spite of this, the UAW-CIO demands a chance to
look at our books, with the hint that we could meet
Union demands "if the truth were really known."
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These are broadcast to 425,000 stockholders from coast
to coast—sent to newspapers and libraries. Additional
copies are free for the asking.
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Every General Motors annual statement is audited by
outside auditors. Similar figures are filed with the Securities & Exchange Commission.
Does the UAW-C10 honestly believe that General Motors would or could deceive these experts?

Basis of Collective Bargaining is Defined
47

RES

The Wagner Act lays, down the rules for collective bargaining. These cover such areas as rates of pay, hours
of work, working conditions.
No mention is made of earnings, prices, sales volume,
taxes and the like. These are recognized as the problems
of managemont.

Something New has been Added
The obvious fact is that the UAW-CIO has gone beyond
its rights under the law—and is reaching not for information but for new power—Not for a look at past figures, but for the power to sit in on forecasting and planning the future.
A "look at the books" is a clever catch phrase intended
as an opening wedge whereby Unions hope to pry their
way into the whole field of management.
It leads surely to the day when Union bosses, under
threat of strike, will demand the right to tell what we
can make, when we can make it, where we can make it,
and how much we must charge you—all with an eye on
what labor can take out of the business, rather than on
the value that goes into the product.

This Threatens All Business
If the Union can do this in the case of General Motors,
it can do it to every business in this land of ours.
Is this just imagination? Union spokesmen have said,
"The Union has stated time after time that this issue is
bigger than just an ordinary wage argument, that it is
bigger than the Corporation and bigger than the Union."
For Labor Unions to use the monopolistic power of their vast
membership to extend the scope of wage negotiations to include
more than wages, hours and working conditions is the first step
toward handing the management of business over to the Union
bosses.
We therefore reject the idea of a "look at the books" not because we have anything to hide but because the idea itself
hides a threat to GM, to all business, and to you, the public.

General Motors
"MORE AND

arrnm

THINGS FOR MORE PEOPLE"
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'Attention, Farmers
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....A good grade of motor oil to farmers at 50c per
gal. when you purchase 5 gal or more.
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Wm. M. YOUNG
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Ice Box Snack

In milk are the carbohydrates and the fats which provide the
body with fuel to carry on the endless activity of today's wartime
living. For health plus real enjoyment try a tall glass of our
pasteurized milk. Your best drink of any time for 'energy and
cool comfort.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Phone 161
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Bahamas Make Bid
For Silk Market
Nassau, B. L-AP-Silk worms
and mulberry trees have been
imported to the Bahama Islands
in an attempt to make the islands a major production center
for silk.
About 15 months ago, the
Co.
Silk
Caribbean
British
launched the project, bringing in
cuttings from Osigian mulberry
trees in South America and
planting them on one of the 29
islands. Plans call for more cuttings to be brought for planting
on other islands.
The Bahamas' semi-tropical
climate is ideal for silk worm
culture, and six crops of cocoons
are harvested each year-four
more than the number usually
collected in Japan.

Cop To 15 Governors
Richmond, Va. (iP) With the
new administration of William
M. Tuck as governor, J. P.(Captain Jack) Pettis, 8I-year-old
state capitol policeman, counts
15 consecutive Virginia governors under whom he has served.
Pettis has spent nearly 56 years
as a policeman on the Virginia
capitol hill.
To remove scratches on woodwork and floors, rub with a little
lard and then rub off with a
clean cloth.
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We wish to take this opportunity to thank
our many farmer friends for their appreciation of the service we endeavor to render. May 1946 be a most successful year
for your entire family.
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Town Hour Behind
The Rest Of Utah

Farm ConventIon
Set Jan. 19-Feb. 1
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the point where Congress had to
telling another man, "He start- them their clothes."
With a knowing smile he ex- permit the temporary registry of
ed with a soapbox this summer
plains
that he remained a bach- 42,700 tons of foreign shipping
STATIONER
—any darned business succeeds
elor "to save my money," and under the American flag to transnowadays,
doesn't
it?"
702 So. Main
.re No. 2
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
port troops to Cuba and the
Business doesn't interfere too maintains that when he converts Philippines.
his
money
to
Chinese
currency
much with Jo Ann's social life.
She belongs to the Rainbow he will be "practically a millionGirls, a high school girls' club aire" (Chinese style).

Everything For The Office"

CORNETTE'S

known for some obscure 'reason
as the Mooseheads and a literary
organization. She even dates
once in a while. Just to get
away from the business for
awhile, you might say.
Jo Ann's an enthusiastic fisherwoman herself. Biggest trout
she ever caught weighed five
pounds She caught it with a
worm.

Polish Cars By '48
Warsaw, Poland (IP) The first
postwar model of a Polish automobile will be ready by June
1, 1946. Engineers hope Poland
will be turning out cars in her
own factories by 1948.
A mole, unfed for 12 hours,
will starve to death.

Wendover, Utah —AP— This
lbarapy base town is the only one
in 'Utah located in the Pacific
time belt.
The line of demarcation separating the Pacific belt from the
Mountain belt winds in such a
devious path that it cuts in from
the Nevada border, surrounds
Wendover, then back to the border, and west, omitting most of
Idaho which extends at least 200
miles west of here.

Argentine Farmers
Serve 4 Meals A Day

TWO KILLED IN PLANE
ASH— The occupants of this
monoplane, Dr. Wesley M. Syfritt, 38, a chiropractor, and Harriette Van Lovingham, 21, were killed when it crashed at Los
Angeles after developing motor trouble. Further tragedy was
averted when the plane narrowly missed a resideence and plummeted into a driveway from which the family car had been removed seconds before.

Buneos Aires—AP—In a new
code of labor regulations for harvest hands, the Argentine government stipulated they could
work from sunrise to sunset, but
must be served four meals. For
breakfast, the code ordered
cheese and hot or cold meat; for
lunch, soup, meat stew and vegetables; for the four o'clock
break mate, a kind of tea; and
for supper, soup and a meat stew.
Minimum wages from $2 per
day for ordinary harvest hands
to $3 for machine operators were
ordered by the code.

Various types of flowers, such
as asters, carnations, azaleas and
geraniums, can be treated now
with a chemical compound which
is absorbed through their roots
and makes the plant toxic to
insect pests.

The Victoria Cross, instituted
by Queen Victoria in 1856, is
the most prized honor awarded
to combatant officers and men of
the British Commonwealth of
Nations.
By 1943 hospital plans protect=
ed 11,000,000 people in more than
70 communities in the United
States.

FED BIG FAMILY WELL
BUT HE COULDN'T EAT
Retonga Brings Prompt
Relief From Nervous Indigestion And Pains In
Muscles. Can Eat Plenty
And Work All Day Now,
Says Well Known Farmer.
KEEPS DATE WITH DEATH
—A year ago Wanda Williams
(above), 18, decided "if something did not happen in 1945
to make life worth living,"
she would quit living. Her
mother whom she wrote those
words, found her body hanging from a rafter in their Wilmington, Cal., garage. Police
listed the death as suicide. (AP
Wirephoto)
The most heavily used roads
in the United States are the 40,000 miles that approach the nation's large cities. They represent 1.3 percent of the nation's
total rural milage and carry 20
percent of the traffic.
George Gershwin never played
a piano concerto until he wrote
cne.

"Both my wife and I have taken Retonga and we recommend
it every chance we get," declares
Mr. E. S. Balthrop, well-known
farmer of Route 1, Thomasville,
Tenn., who is one of the bestknown farmers and cattle raisers
in his section. He and Mrs. Balthrop have raised 13 children
and no family stands higher. Dis
cussing Retonga, he gratefully
continued:
"I suppose I had an old fashtion. I raise practically all of
ioned case of nervous indigesour food and it is good, and all
my family ate heartily but me.
I suffered from gas pains and
felt full of toxic poisons from
constipation and sometimes had
such severe pains in my arms
and shoulders I could hardly
raise my hands above my head.
"I never saw anything like
the relief Retonga gave me. I

MR. E. S. RALTHROP
eat anything and put in from
10 to 14 hours a day on my farm
when necessary. My wife also
felt badly rundown and Retonga
brought her wonderful relief as
it did me. It would be hard to
praise Retonga enough.'
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of gastric juices in the stomach,
loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency and constipation. Accept no substitute. Retonga may
be obtained at Dawson Drug
Adv.
Store.

JUST RECEIVED
0
Ladies' Cotton Print Dresses

W.P.B. Release,ladies'
low priced,Cotton Dresses
M.P.R.5788 Small striped,new styled,sizes 36 to
52. Special Price. .

*Oro.
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os seen In
CHARM

THE LOOK-

We have now entered '46. Last year 1945
was perhaps the most momentous year in history
as we witnessed V-E Day and V-J Day. Our great
Country has defeated her enemies, and we now
turn to peaceful pursuit. We have done all we
.could to help prosecute the war to the successful
end. Six boys of our own served with the armed
forces, including two grand sons. Three of them
are back with us now — we are happy to have
them. Now as we enter 1946 this Insurance
Agency islarger and stronger than ever before.
We are equipped, able, ready and anxious to
supply every need to business firms and individuals in this area, hoping to have the opportunity
during the years ahead to be of service to you.

Junior Guild's thrill of a vivacious black
ofspring to
dress. Beguiling pearls button the tiny..waisted basquelike
ackrt. and flirtatious frills frame your pretty face ... peak
out from deep sleeves. Nothing ran rival this romantic
Ninon for revealing your certain oJeet sophistication.

Sincerely yours,

$22.93

wicarson
INCORPORATED

C. A.Woodall
Insurance And Real Estate
Princeton,

(Kentucky

SPECIAL

NIRL
PANTIES

SIZES
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

All Elastic Waist
ALL WOOL
Sleeveless Sweaters
Button Front,Sizes,
small,medium eig large

STORE
FAIR
FINKS'S
*Where Your
Have More Cents'
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Friendship News

Key Dates Of 1945
At A Glance

(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
The predominent resolution
made in this community for
1946 is "We arc resolved to eat
Famous Firsts Of 1945
more meat the coming year than
(Associated Press natures)
last."
This old year of 1945 should
Mrs. Webb Renfro and chilbe a well-remembered one in
dren, of Starns, visited her parents, Mrs'. and Mrs. Hugh
history, for it saw a number
Robinson during the holidays.
hapfirst-time
of momentous,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moore
penings. Among them:
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
For the first time, a PresiM. Cook last Sunday.
dent was inaugurated for a
Mrs. David Mitchell has been
time
first
the
...For
term
fourth
to her room for the
confined
of
midst
the
a President died in
last week with a bad case of flu
war ...For the first time, a Presand tonsilitis.
ident assumed office while the
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Andrews
country was at War.
been spending a few weeks
have
atomic
time,
first
For the
in Detroit.
relatives
with
utilized
energy was successfully
Miss Marie White has returned
... a conquering army landed on
to her work in Washington, D.
the Japanese homeland ...BriC., after a week's visit with
out
minister
prime
a
turned
tain
folk.
home
victory
of
eve
of office on the
Our school resumed duties
... a non-stop flight was
in war.
again Jan. 2, after being closed
made from Japan to the United
several days on account of snow
States...French women voted
and ice, and the holidays.
... an international tribunal was
Ralph Berkley, who has been
set up on a vast scale to try BLANCHARD GETS EARLY LOOK AT TROPHY—Felix A.
In U. S. service for the last 2
an
gets
star,
"war criminals."
team
football
(Doc) Blanchard Jr. (right),'Armor
years, has been discharged and
Jan. 9—Americans land in the advance look at the Heisman Memorial Trophy at New York.
is now at home with his parents,
Luzon.
of
area
Gulf
player,
Lingayen
Awarded annually to the outstanding college football
Mr. and Mrs. Cordie Berkley.
Jan. 19—Soviets capture WarWottrich
the trophy was presented to Blanchard by Wilfred
Mrs. Howard Pickering and
saw.
(left). (AP Wirephoto)
children, and Mrs. Tillie PickerJan. 23 — Burma-Ledo road
ing, of Scottsburg, were guests YOUNGSTER AND MOTHER ADVERTISE NEED FOR
opened.
State Cattle Sent To
e Plans
of Mrs. W. M. Cartwright New —Carrying a sign reading "I'm no GI, but gee I need a
enter Manila. Hopkinsvill
5—Yanks
Feb.
People
Year's Day.
Greek
Needy
five-year old Karl Wollfenden pedaled his tricycle round
'WHERE'S MOMMYI— Two-year-old Pauline Campbell leans
nt
Improveme
at
meeting
Civic
Feb. 7—"Big Three"
Mr. and Mrs. Ragon Cummins round city hall in Detroit, Mich., as the City Council d'
against the knee of Police Sgt. Dan Kenney in Central police Yalta is announced.
Louisville — AP — The Falls
Hopkinsville--The new City
and son were guests of Mr. and Detroit's severe housing situation. Mrs. Mary Wollfencien
station, Chicago, while awaiting news of her mother. A woman
Feb. 19—Marines land on Iwo Commission, headed by Mayor City Co-Operative Milk ProduMrs. Loel Hale last Sunday.
with her son, explained that she had been ordered to lea L
left her with a Stevens hotel bellboy. (AP Wirephoto)
Jima. Midnight curfew for all Ernest F. Lackey, held its first cers Association sent 50 heifers
tourney
Roderic, little son of Mr. and rented home by Jan. 31 and they had no place to go. (AP
entertainment places announced meeting Tuesday and began and four bulls to the Greek
has been photo)
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Herbel
Mrs.
A.,
R.
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Director
R.
U.
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through
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Mobilization
city
work on a
by War
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James F. Byrnes.
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in this comMortality
delivery
Mail
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and
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March 1—Henry Wallace apThe program calls for an ordi- the U. N. R. R. A.'s displaced
were guests munity has not been on schedule ies of the western p', reet the
proved as Secretary of Com- nance regulating taxis; study of persons division, said tonight mick and children
of Mr. and Mrs. Denzel Orten, for several days due to ice, Holland—where more I. :30, and
merce.
storm sewer needs; an appeal to in an address here.
fourth of the entire p„, wet
The announcement was con- of Cerulean Springs during the snow, cold weather and mud.
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